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Section I 

INTRODUCTION 

The S-C 4020 Computer Recorder, designed and manufactured by Stromberg-Carlson 
Corporation, Data Products, San Diego, Calif., operates as peripheral equipment for 
high-speed digital computers. This document describes the features of the machine , 
gives the basic programming requirements including the coding and word format of 
commands used for control and recording operations, and describes a set of sub
routines to assist the programmer in developing grid backgrounds, scaling data, and 
formatting printed material. These routines are made available by Stromberg-Carlson 
and have been derived from a programming system contributed largely by the pro
gramming groups of North American Aviation Company, Inc. 

The obvious application of the S-C 4020 is the rapid production of labeled graphs. 
Results in graphical form are usually much easier to analyze than are the same 
results in printed tabular form. 

Less obvious, but often highly deSirable, is the exploitation of the S-C 4020 as a 
high-speed printer. For certain applications, this affords distinct advantages over 
the use of a standard printer. For one thing, printed records can be obtained on 
35mm or 16mm film, which greatly reduces the amount of space required to store 
the records. A form suited to the printed information can be generated or super
imposed by the S-C 4020. 

A variation is the production of a frame that combines tabular data with a plot of the 
related curve. Still another use of S-C 4020 techniques is the creation of diagrams 
and line drawings. 

At first glance, the list of S-C 4020 routines on the following pages seems formi
dable indeed, but the user should not feel baffled by the great volume of details 
available. Some routines were developed for special purposes with limited usage. 
Many are used principally as lower-level modules for more general subroutines, 
and will seldom be called directly by the programmer. 

, 
This Programmers' Reference Manual has been organized in major sections accord-
ing to the function of the routines described therein. The major sections are: 
Introduction and Description of the S-C 4020, Machine Control Routines, Grid 
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Drawing Routines, Scaling Routines, Point-Plotting and Line-Drawing Routines, 
Titling and Labeling Routines, and Higher Level Printing and Graphics Routines. 
Information about the interpretation of the system subroutines and an operating 
system has been included in the Controls section. 

In order to become familiar with the equipment, the programmer should read the 
following machine description before proceeding to the programming details. 

DESCRIPTION OF MACHINE FEATURES 

The CHARACTRONID Shaped Beam Tube, the basic device of the S-C 4020, permits 
generation of certain characters at a very high speed. This tube, illustrated 
schematically in Figure 1-1, contains a built-in character-forming section which 
consists of an electron gun, character-selection plates, and a stencil-like matrix. 

The Matrix, a small thin disk of special alloy metal, employs 64 character-shaped 
openings engraved in a space less than one-fourth of an inch square. These 64 
characters are arranged in an 8 x 8 array, thus giving the matrix its name. 

The Electron Gun directs an electron beam toward the matrix through two sets of 
electrostatic character-selection plates. These plates deflect the beam so that it 
passes through the particular matrix aperture desired. Thus, as the beam leaves 
the matrix, it has been shaped in the form of the character aperture through which 
it has passed. As this shaped beam proceeds toward the tube face, it is accelerated 
(brightened) and again deflected to the proper position on the tube face. From this 
description, it can be seen that it takes no longer to print an entire CHARACTRON 
(beam-shaped) character than it does a single dot. 

Each CHARACTRON Character occupies approximately 6-horizontal by 9-vertical 
positions on the plottable area of the tube face. This area, called the raster, con
tains over one million plottable positions. These CHARACTRON characters cannot 
be rotated nor changed in size in any way. However, if other characters which may 
differ in size, shape, or attitude from those provided by the matrix are desired, 
they may be constructed from dots or lines. 

A Typewriter Simulator, so-called because it provides automatic spacing and 
"carriage return" capabilities, is built into the S-C 4020. Each CHARACTRON 
character "typed" occupies 8-horizontal and 16-vertical positions on the raster; 
this character space area provides the spacing necessary to separate adjacent 
characters, both vertically and horizontally. In this mode of operation, a maximum 
of 128-horizontal and 64-vertical alphanumeric characters are possible in one 
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Figure 1-1. 

display. The point at which the first character is to be printed must be specified 
(the center of the character position), and thereafter the horizontal printing position 
is automatically advanced one character-space to the right. At the edge of the frame, 
the horizontal position is returned to the left side of the frame and the vertical posi
tion is advanced down one character-space. This continues until the machine is told 
to stop printing, i. e., leave the typewriter mode of operation. 

The Typewriter-like Operation takes place at an extremely rapid rate. Unlike the 
human typist however, the machine does not check to make sure that it ends a line 
at the end of a word; a carriage return must be programmed or the appropriate 
number of blanks inserted to insure that the lines will come out correctly. Also, 
if the end of the film frame is reached, "typing" will continue at the upper left-hand 
corner of the current film frame (on top of anything that was put there before) unless 
an advance-film command is given. 

Heavy and Light Intensities of exposure are available for recording CHARACTRON
generated characters. A greater range of intensities may be obtained by repeated 
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exposure at either light or heavy setting. This control does not affect the intensity 
of lines drawn by the axis generator or the vector generator. Overexposure due to 
excessive repetition results in haloing on the film and poor definition in the output. 
Onc.e the intensity has been set, all plotting and typewriter-printing will be at that 
intensity until it is changed. For special applications, a variable intenSity plot 
command option is available. This permits plotting at any of sixteen intensity levels 
without affecting the intensity mode set by a light or heavy command. 

A Vector Generator permits drawing a line from a specified point to the resultant 
of the speCified X and Y components. The length of one vector is limited; the X 
and/or Y components may be no greater than 63 raster counts*. A longer line may 
be formed by a series of vectors plotted head-to-tail. Since the extent of a vector 
is determined by the X and Y components, the vectors will not necessarily stop at 
the edge of the frame. This feature might be used to advantage in marking the 
location of errors. 

An Axis Generator enables grid lines to be drawn horizontally or vertically across 
the film frame. The coordinates of the starting point of each axis must be speCified. 
The stop point is speCified as the Y coordinate or the complement of the X coordinate, 
whichever is appropriate. 

Two Cameras are available and can be used separately or Simultaneously to photo
graph the display on the tube face. The microfilm camera may be either 35mm 
(with sprocket holes) or l6mm (without sprocket holes). The image size is a 17. 5-mm 
square on 35mm film and a l4-mm square on l6mm film. The 9. 5-inch camera 
records the same picture as a 7. 5-inchsquare on sensitized vellum paper. 

Rotatable Tube Mount allows output to be obtained in any of four orientations on the 
film. 

A Form Projector permits an overlay on top of the image projected from the 
CHARACTRON tube. This is obtained by using a glass slide, independent of the 
tube, to project an image in registration with the tube output. The program can 
control when the form is "flashed" (projected), but the S-C 4020 operator must man
ually change the slides. 

Specified Image Size Generator allows the image to be expanded and returned to 

normal four inches under program control. The size of the expanded image may be 
adjusted by the Customer Engineer. However, machine alignment in expanded 
image is difficult. 
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A Current Point Register in the S-C 4020 is used to hold the coordinates specified by 
the last operation. This register can be set by the programmer (by plotting a blank, 
if necessary, at the point desired), but not retrieved by him. 

Input to the S-C 4020 may be directly from the computer through an I/O adapter or 
from a tape unit which is off-line. When operating off-line, an F-53 buffer is norr ... 1.ally 
used to control the tape drive and to convert tape records to 36-bit control words for 
the S-C 4020. The F-53 also provides the means for accepting high-density, blocked 
information from the tape unit and transmitting the information to the S-C 4020 on 
demand. An alternative off-line configuration is to use the S-C 4020 with a small 
general purpose computer in place of the F-53. This has been accomplished success
fully with a CDC l60-A and a GE 225. 

ERROR MARKS 

Certain types of errors are indicated on the frame by one of the following error marks. 

Void Mark 

This is a solid circle which the S-C 4020 places in the margin when forced to proceed 
past an error condition. This occurs whenever a parity error in reading the tape 
cannot be corrected by rereading, or whenever the tape block exceeds the size of the 
F-53 input buffer. In either condition, the S-C 4020 will automatically try a second 
time to read the record. The void light comes on only when the operator "forces" the 
S-C 4020 to proceed after detecting an error. 

Error Symbol 

The CHARACTRON character I I is displayed by the S-C 4020 if a parity error occurs 
when printing or plotting; that is, the specifications for a symbol are garbled. It is 
positioned at the coordinates contained in the erroneous word. This error symbol is 
not displayed if the erroneous word is one which normally does not display a character; 
for example, an axis or vector generation word. In addition to displaying the error 
symbol, the tape drive is stopped when a parity error is detected. A frame with such 
a mark will usually have a Void Mark as well. 

Error Symbol 

// 
86C3C18~ 

8780.09 
8868.60 
8957.29 
9046.86 
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Section n 

BABIC S-C 4020 PROGRAMMING 

The S-C 4020 plots on a grid of 1024-horizontal by I024-vertical points. There are, 
therefore, over 1 million addressable positions. The center of any character may be 
plotted at any of these positions. However, each character in the matrix occupies an 
amount of space that varies from the square of 3-horizontal by 3-vertical pOints used 
by a plotting dot to the rectangle of 8-horizontal by 16-vertical pOints used by all 
characters in the typewriter mode. 

The S-C 4020 grid is a reflection of the first quadrant. The origin (0,0) is in the upper 
left rorner, with X and Y increasing to the right and downward, respectively as shown 
in the figure below. This is the machine':""oriented reference. (see Positioning Informa
tion regarding programmer orientation of rasters.) 

0100102310 

0,1023 1023.1023 

The plot appears in a 4-inch by 4-inch square on the face of the CHARACTRON® 
shaped beam tube and is recorded on film. 

Information is transmitted to the S-C 4020 through a 36-bit input register. The basic 
unit breaks down each 36-bit word into its component parts: the operation code and the 
information necessary to accomplish the specified operation. The bits, from left to 
right, are numbered from 0 (or S, the sign bit) through 35. Word format and operation 
code for each command is given in the following pages of this section. 

NOTE 

The S-C 4020 requires a delay following its 
receipt of certain operation codes. The delay 
is of concern only when operating without an 
F-53 or other input buffer. These operations, 
presented in the follOwing discussion, are 
marked with an asterisk. 
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CONTROL OPERATIONS 

No information is plotted on the grid as the result of any of the following nine operations: 

Advance Film 

ADVANCE FILM* 
RESET* 
.CARRIAGE RETURN 
SELECT CAMERA 1* 
SELECT CAMERA 2* 
SELECT BOTH CAMERAS* 
EXPAND IMAGE* 
REDUCE IMAGE* 
STOP TYPE 

The ADVANCE FILM command causes the film in the camera (or cameras) selected to 
be advanced one frame. If the supply of film is exhausted, the command cannot be 
executed. An alarm is activated. 

Reset 

ADVANCE FILM* 

o 

OP 
CODE 

5 6 

OPCODE 46 

NOT USED 

35 

The RESET command performs· simultaneously the functions of the ADVANCE FILM, 
STOP TYPE, and EXPOSE HEAVY commands. It also resets the deflection registers. 
In the typewriter mode, operation code 56 may replace any of the character codes 
shown below. Any bits following the code 56 are ignored. 
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RESET* 

o 

OP 
CODE 

RESET* 

CHAR 
CODE 

o 

5 6 

CHAR 
CODE 

5 6 II 12 

(PLOTTING MODE) OPCODE 56 

NOT USED 

35 

(TYPEWRITER MODE) OPCODE 56 

CHAR CHAR I CHAR I CHAR 
CODE CODE CODE CODE 

17 18 23 24 29 30 35 



Carriage Return 

The CARRIAGE RETURN command is effective only in the typewriter mode. Operation 
code 52, replacing any of the 6-bit character codes shown below, causes an effective 
typing position at the left of the grid and down one line (X = 0, y = Y last + 16) to be 
assumed. Spacing, therefore, may be achieved through the appearance of this code in 
contiguous 6-bit groups. If a CARRIAGE RETURN command is given which would 
specify an effective position of X = 0, Y = 1024, the position assumed is X = 0, Y = 0 
of the same grid, since Y is computed modulo 210 . Typing is resumed with the next 
legitimate character. 

CARRIAGE RETURN 

a 

CHAR 
CODE 

Select Camera 

i 1 12 

CHAR 
CODE 

CHAR 
CODE 

OPCODE 52 

CHAR 
CODE 

35 

The SELECT CAMERA commands are used to open the shutter of the camera or cameras 
designated and to close the shutter on the one not selected. If only one camera is 
mounted, it is not necessary to give a SELECT CAMERA command. 

SEL ECT CAMERA 1* OPCODE 41 

I OP 
CODE NOT USED 

0 5 6 35 

SELECT CAMERA 2* OPCODE 42 

OP 
CODE NOT USED 

0 5 6 35 

SEL ECT 80TH CAMERAS* OPCODE 43 

OP 
CODE NOT USED 

0 5 6 35 
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Expand Image 

The EXPAND IMAGE command increases the image size on the CHARACTRON tube 
face. The exact size is adjusted so that successive frames on the microfilm will abut 
to allow plots to extend continuously through several adjacent frames. The number of 
raster pOints remains the same and the CHARACTRONcharacters remain the same 
size; therefore, the space between characters is increased in expanded image mode. 
The image may be expanded uniformly in both directions in order to avoid distortion 
in graphs due to uneven scaling. The image remains expanded until the REDUCE 
IMAGE command is given. 

EXPAHDIMAGE* 

[ 
o 

Reduce Image 

OP 
CODE , I 

5 6 

OPCODE 44 

NOT USED 

35 

The REDUCE IMAGE command causes the image to be reduced to four inches square 
andto remain at four inches Until another EXPAND IMAGE command is given. 

Stop Type 

REDUCE IMAGE* 

O' 

OP 
CODE 

':5 6 

.oPCODE 4S 

NOT USED 

35 

The STOP TYI>E .co.mmand is used to return the S-C 4020 to the plotting mode from the 
typewriter mode of operation. Operation code 12 may replace any of the character 
codes shown below. Bits following the 12 are lost. 

STOP TYPE 
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RECORDING OPERATIONS 

Information is placed on the grid by using one of the following nine commands. The 
length of time that characters, plotted or typed, are exposed results in their being 
recorded on film with heavy or light density. There is, however, no density-mode 
selection when drawing vectors or generating axes. 

Plotting Mode 

PLOT 
EXPOSE LIGHT 
EXPOSE HEAVY 
TYPE SPECIFIED POINT 
TYPE CURRENT POINT 
DRAW VECTOR 
GENERATE X-AXIS* 
GENERATE Y-AXIS* 
PROJECT FORM* 

The PLOT, EXPOSE LIGHT, and EXPOSE HEAVY commands are exactly the same in 
that they plot the character represented by bits 18 through 23 at the point specified by 
the X and Y deflections. However, code 00 (PLOT) operates in the density mode to 
which the S-C 4020 has already been set, while 02 and 04 set the machine to the 
EXPOSE HEAVY and EXPOSE LIGHT modes, respectively. All plotting or typing 
subsequent to the recognition of an 02 or 04 operation code is done in the density mode 
thus established. The EXPOSE HEAVY mode can be terminated only by the reception 
of an EXPOSE LIGHT code. The EXPOSE LIGHT mode can be changed to the EXPOSE 
HEAVY mode by either an EXPOSE HEAVY code or a RESET code. 

PLOT OPCODE 00 

OP x CHAR y 

CODE DEFLECTION CODE DEFLECTION 

0 23 35 

EXPOSE LIGHT OPCODE 04 

x CHAR y 
DEFLECTION CODE DEFLECTION 

23 35 

EXPOSE HEAVY OPCODE 02 

OP x CHAR y 
CODE DEFLECTION CODE DEFLECTION 

0 5 6 7 8 17 18 23 24 25 26 35 
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Typewriter Mode 

The typewriter mode is initiated by either a TYPE SPECIFIED POINT or a TYPE 
CURRENT POINT command. A STOP TYPE or RESET operation returns the S-C 4020 
to the plotting mode. 

In the typewriter mode, the grid of 1024-horizontal by 1024-vertical points maybe 
regarded as containing 64 lines of 128 typing spaces each. Once typing has been 
commenced, it continues across the line until the l28th space has been filled or a 
CARRIAGE RETURN command has been executed. In either case, typing continues on 
the next lower line at the extreme left of the grid (X = 0, Y = Y last + 16). 

An ADVANCE .FILM command must be given after the 64th line' has been typed; other
wise; typing will continue on the first line of the same grid at X = Y = 0 with resulting 
oveday. If vertical alignment of characters is desired, X should be either 0 or 
divisible by eight. 0 . 

Note that, in the typewriter mode, character codes 12, 52, and 56 are not legitimate 
in that they do not cause a character to be typed but instead cause an operation to be 
performed (STOP TYPE, CARRIAGE RETURN, and RESET, respectively). 

TYPE SPECIFIED POINT 

o 5 6 78 
f 

TYPE CURRENT POINT 

o 

OP 
CODE 

5 6 

(FIRST WORD) 

X 
DEFLECTION 

17 18 

(FIRST WORD) 

11 12 17 18 

23 24 25 26 

23 24 

OPCODE 20 

'Y 
DEFLECTION 

35 

OPCODE 22 

29 30 

CHAR 
CODE 

35 

For both of the above commands, all words after the first have the following format: 

CHAR 
CODE 

11 12 

(SU8SEQUENT WORDS) 

CHAR 
CODE 

CHAR 
CODE 

One of the character codes of the subsequent word's format may be replaced by the 
operation code for CARRIAGE RETURN. Characters specified by succeeding bits are 
typed. The six bits following the last 'character to be typed must contain either the 
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RESET or STOP TYPE operation code. Any bits still remaining in this word are lost. 

The current point is defined as the point specified by the last operation performed, i. e. , 
either the last point plotted or typeq, or the origin of the last vector or axis drawn. It 
is advisable, therefore, with a TYPE CURRENT POINT command to make the first two 
characters typed blanks. 

Vector Generation 

The DRAW VECTOR command causes a vector to be drawn from the point specified by 
the X and Y deflections to the resultant of the X and Y components. 

DRAW VECTOR 

x 
COMPONENT 

X 
DEFLECTION 

17 

OPCODE 1 BIT IN POSITIONS 0 AND 1 

y 
DEFLECTION 

35 

The direction is determined by the signs of the X and Y components as shown below. 
A one in bit 18 indicates a plus X component; a zero means a minus X component. Bit 
19 Similarly indicates the Sign of the Y component. 

The maximum component of the vector which may be drawn is 1/16 of full scale (64 
plotting positions) . 

Axis Generation 

The GENERATE X-AXIS command causes a line to be drawn parallel to the X-axis. 
The line starts at the point designated by the X and Y deflections and extends to the 
right to the stop point. The ones complement of the X deflection of the stop point is 
placed in bits 6, 7, and 18 through 25 of the command word. If the stop point bits 
contain all zero, the axis generated will extend to the right boundary of the frame. 
Thus, programs prepared for early models of the S-C 4020 will generate full axes in 
machines equipped with the specified stop point axis generator. The stop point must 
be at least 64 raster counts to the right of the start pOint. 

GENERATE X·AXIS* 

o 

OP 
CODE 

X 
DEFLECTION 

STOP 
POINT 

25 26 

OPCODE 30 

y 
DEFLECTION 

35 
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The GENERATE Y-AXIS command causes a line to be drawn parallel to the Y,;...axis. 
The line starts at the point designated by the x and Y deflections and extends upward to 
the stop point. The stop point is not complem.ented for a Y-axis. The Y deflection of 
the stop point is placed in bits 6, 7, and 18 through 25 of the coIrimand word. The stop 
point must be at least 64 raster counts upward from the start point. Programs pre
pared for early models of the S-C 4020 will generate full length axes. in machines 
equipped with the specified stop point axis generator. 

GENERATE Y.AXIS* 

o 

OP 
CODE 

Form Projection' 

STOP I 
POINT 

5 6 7 8 

X 
DEFLECTION I 

17 18 

STOP 
POINT I 

25 26 

OPCODE 32 

y 
DEFLECTION 

35 

The PROJECT FORM command causes the information on the form slide to be super
imposed on the film, along with the data displayed on the tube. This command may be 
given only once every 100 milliseconds. 

PROJECT FORM* 

o 

OP 
CODE 

5 6 

S-C 4020 OPERATION CODES 

OPCODE 50 

NOT USED 

35 

The 6-bit codes for commands, written in octal notation, are given below. 

Operation Code Operation 

PLOT 00 SELECT CAMERA 2* 
EXPOSE HEAVY 02 SELECT BOTH CAMERAS* 
EXPOSE LIGHT 04 EXPAND IMAGE* 
STOP TYPE 12 REDUCE IMAGE* 
TYPE SPECIFIED POINT 20 ADVANCE FILM* 
TYPE CURRENT POINT 22 PROJECT FORM* 
GENERATE X-AXIS* 30 CARRIAGE RETURN 
GENERATE Y-AXIS* 32 RESET* 
SELECT CAMERA 1* 41 DRAW VECTOR 
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42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
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S-C 4020 STANDARD CHARACTER MATRIX 

The standard scientific character set used by the S-C 4020 is illustrated in Figure 2-1. 
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S·C 4020 STANDARD SCIENTIFIC CHARACTER MATRIX 
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Note: 12.52, and 56 cannot be uud In Typewriter Mode 
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OPTIONAL COMMANDS 

Specified Intensity Plot 

This command is an additional PLOT command. The intensity of the plotted character 
is controlled by regulating the exposure time. The sixteen levels of intensity are speci
fied by setting bits 6, 7, 24, 25 from 0000 (lightest) to 1111 (darkest). Bit 6 is the high 
order bit and bit 25 is the low order bit. The operation of this command does not affect 
the model intensity for other plotting established by a prior EXPOSE HEAVY or EXPOSE 
LIGHT command. S-C 4020's not equipped with the Specified Plot Intensity option, 
treat this command as a PLOT with OPCODE 00. 
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SPECIFIED INTENSITY PLOT 

o 

OP 
CODE 

X 

DEFLECTION 

OPCODE 01 

y 

DEFLECTION 

35 



STANDARDIZED S-C 4020 PROGRAMMING ROUTINES 

The Stromberg-Carlson Corporation provides, as a service to users, programming 
support for the S-C 4020. In 1961 a set of routines was generated by Stromberg
Carlson and distributed to users and potential users of the S-C 4020. These routines 
were a tremendous boon to programmers and are still in use in some installations. 
Over the months of usage many users have developed subroutines of a more sophisti
cated nature to reduce the programming task to produce S-C 4020 output. 

The various divisions of the North American Aviation Co., cooperatively developed a 
system of subroutines for use on their IBM 7090 computers within the framework of 
their operating system. Since the NAA system has been contributed to the UAIDE 
library, Stromberg-Carlson has adopted these routines as the base for a standardized 
programming system. It is intended that this system of routines will be maintained 
and upgraded by Stromberg-Carlson to keep pace with the continuing improvement 
program for the S-C 4020 and the operating systems in use by the majority of ihe users 
of the S-C 4020. As new generalized routines become available they will be added to 
the system. Changes to the system will be announced by systems bulletins to be issued 
by Stromberg-Carlson as required. 

OPERATING SYSTEMS: PLOT .. , (PLOT) 

The programming system is presently available for use under IBSYS for the IBM 7090/ 
7094 computers in either the FORTRAN II, Version 3 monitor or the IBJOB, Version 
9 monitor. 

All output from the programming system is handled by a routine called (PLOT) in the 
FORTRAN II version and PLOT .. in the IBJOB version. These routines store the 
word to be transmitted to the S-C 4020 in a core buffer. When the buffer is filled the 
routine causes the contents of the buffer to be written on tape. The system is double 
buffered to take advantage of the I/O buffering of the IBM 7090/7094. The buffer size 
is set by the command: 

FORTRAN II 
IBJOB 

(SIZE) EQU 680 (deck OUTV) 
buffer size is set by the FILE card (deck UN16) 

A buffer size of 680 words is maximum and can only be used on machines not using the 
F53 or on machire s using the F53 for 4096 characters. For the small size F53, a 
buffer size of 170 words is maximum. The buffer size is set at assembly time and 
should only be changed by reassembling the source deck labeled OUTV with the 
appropriate change in the card defining (SIZE). IBM 7090/7094 DCS systems may 
further restrict the buffer size. 
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On the first entry into (PLOT) or PLOT.. control is transferred to an initialization 
routine stored in the second buffer region. This routine causes the first three com
mands transmitted to the S-C 4020 to be a Reset, Select Both Cameras, and Reduce 
Image Size. This assures that the output will start on a clean sheet of paper, the 
image size will be small, and that both cameras are selected. The routine then 
proceeds to output an ID frame, followed by another Reset. 

THE IDENTIFICATION FRAME 

The chief purpose of the ID frame (Figure 2-2) is to enable the job dispatcher to return 
the developed output to the right programmer. However, since it is always generated 
in the same way, the frame can also serve as a clue to output quality. Several machine 
features are demonstrated. The information printed in small characters is an example 
of CHARACTRON characters, printed in the typewriter mode, using bright intensity. 
These characters are displayed only once; 1. e., they are not replotted for greater inten
sity. Since the typewriter mode is used, the spacing of characters within words is 
determined by the equipment, not by the programmer. An example of vectors may be 
seen in the arrow. Since the lines that form the shaft of the arrow are longer than the 
maximum vector length, each line is made up of three vectors joined end-to-end. The 
border is formed by pairs of axis lines. On the ID Frame, the outermost axis lines 
lie on the outermost raster coordinates. The border, therefore, shows the maximum 
size of a frame (and, incidentally, shows how close the frame is to being square). The 
small box 'is also made with axes and tests the accuracy of stop points. 

The coding to produce the ID frame can be easily altered to communicate with the local 
operating system in order to place the required ID information for job identification in 
the ID frame. A few moments study by a systems programmer should be all that is 
required. 

POSITIONING INFORMATION 

For all the routines discussed in the following sections, the raster is reflected about 
the X axis to place the origin (0,0) in the lower left-hand corner and (1023, 1023) is 
in the upper right-hand corner. The subroutine does the transformation to the S-C 
4020 system described in the section on basic programming. Any position in the 
frame can be addressed by specifying the number of raster counts from the left and 
from the .bottom of the frame. Fractional distances cannot be addressed. The pro
grammer raster orientation is shown in the figure below. 

0"023.0.. 1023,1023 

op . 1023.0 
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SCALING INFORMATION 

The typical S-C 4020 application involves the display of some physical phenomenon 
scaled to the dimensions of the available plotting area. For the most part, the pro
grammer can do his planning on the basis of the physical model. The system provides 
subprograms that will accept information given in terms of the model and perform the 
necessary scaling and conversion to relate the information to the raster area. 

SYMBOL CONVENTIONS 

In the subprogram descriptions, floating point variable names have been aSSigned in 
accordance with the FORTRAN convention. If integer variables are required, names 
beginning with I, J, K, L, M, or N are used. The actual floating point number (or 
integer) may be used in the argument lists in place of a floating point (or integer) 
variable name, if the argument represents input to the subprogram. Constants should 
never be substituted for argument names that represent output from the subprogram. 
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Section ill 

S-C 4020 CONTROL FUNCTIONS 

SELECTING THE CAMERA: CAMRAV 

At the outset of every job, both cameras are selected before drawing the ID frame. 
If no other camera selection is done all output will be on both cameras. A manual 
override is provided so that the S-C 4020 operator can change the camera selection 
at will. 

Camera selection is implemented by the following statement: 

CALL CAMRAV (N) 

N = 9 The 9-inch camera will be called and the 35mm 
camera will be dropped out of select. 

N = 35 The 35mm camera will be called and the 9-inch 
camera will be dropped out of select. 

N = Any other number. Both cameras will be selected. 

Note that selection of one camera causes the S-C 4020 display to be photographed 
only by the camera selected. That camera will be used until another CALL CAMRA V 
statement changes the selection. If the 9-inch camera is selected, and a CALL 
CAMRAV (35) is encountered, usage of the 9-inch camera will be discontinued and 
only the 35mm camera will be employed. 

Therefore, CALL CAMRA V(935) is not equivalent to the two statements: 

CALL CAMRA V (9) 
CALL CAMRA V (35) 

ADVANCING THE FILM: FRAMEV, RESETV 

Following the generation of the ID frame, a reset command is given by the program. 
This leaves the S-C 4020 with blank film in both cameras, set in the Expose Heavy 
mode, and not in the Typewriter mode. During the programming, it is the 
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responsibility of the programmer to advance the film whenever a new page is to be 
started. A subroutine is provided which can be called by the statement CALL 
FRAMEV (N). The argument N controls. the display of the job ID, a frame count, and 
the short vectors which indicate the corners of the frame. The effect of the argument 
and different values is as follows: 

N Effect 

3 Film advanced, no print out. 
2 Film advanced, corners drawn, no ID. 
1 Film advanced, ID printed, no corners. 
0 Film advanced, corners drawn, ID printed. 

Another subroutine called by the statement CALL RESETV (N) also causes the film 
to be advanced. In addition, this command sets the exposure to heavy and assures 
that the S-C 4020 is not in the typewriter mode. The sense of the parameter is the 
same as for FRAMEV. When drawing graphs and using the subroutine GRIDIV to be 
described later, the film advance is controlled by a parameter of GRIDIV which in 
turn calls FRAME V . No argument in FRAME V or RESE TV has the effect of a zero 
argument. 

FRAME COUNT RETRIEVAL: NOFRV 

NOFRV enables the programmer to obtain the current output frame counts. He can 
use this number as a "cut-off" point to prevent a wasteful loop. (Some programmers 
have used it, in conjunction with a timing routine, to determine how much computing 
time was needed to produce a frame, or for other accounting purposes within their 
programs.) The call statement is: 

CALL NOFRV (N9, N35) 

N9 Name of location in which current count of 9-inch 
camera frames will be stored. 

N35 Name of location in which current count of 35mm 
camera frames will be stored. 

Since both arguments represent output from the routine, they must be variables. 

A special case of NOFRV is necessary to obtain the current frame count numbers 
printed (if different), instead of the current number of output frames on the S-C 4020. 
This occurs when the subprogram FRMNOV has been called. When a third argument 
is used in the calling sequence, the current camera frame counts appearing on the 
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S-C 4020 output are returned in the first two arguments. The call statement is: 

CALL NOFRV (N9, N35, ANY) 

The format of the 3rd argument is immaterial. 

INTENSITY SELECTION: BRITEV, FAINTV, RESETV 

GRID1V ensures that the bright intensity mode is on. Normally, this intensity mode 
should be left on, since experience has shown that it produces the best results. If the 
programmer wants to change this setting to the faint mode, he can use the following 
statement: 

CALL FAINTV 

Then, to restore the bright intensity mode, he can use the statement: 

CALL BRITEV 

RESE TV is explained under FRAMEV and STOP TV. 

IMAGE SIZE CONTROL: BIGV, SMALLV 

The image size may be selected by the programmer to be 4. 00 inches square or to be 
expanded, normally to 4.53 inches square. The program statement 

CALL BIGV 

expands the image; and the statement, 

CALL SMALLV 

reduces the image. The system initialization program sets the image size to small. 

BYPASSING THE ID FRAME AND SPECIAL TREATMENT OF FRAME COUNTS: 
FRMNOV 

FRMNOV serves two purposes. They are both for special applications and should not 
be of concern to the programmer for normal usage. 

The first use of FRMNOV is to bypass the ID frame and initialization routine as dis
cussed on page 2-12. This is done by calling FRMNOV before any other call is made 
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that puts information on the S-C 4020 output tape. The frame normally following the 
ID frame will then have frame counts beginning with the arguments supplied in the 
CALL FRMNOV. This is normally 1 and 1 for each camera frame count. The call 
statement is: 

CALL FRMNOV (M9, M35) 

M9, M35 Normally, these are both 1. 

Or they maybe whatever 
framecounts are desired for 
the first (which is yet to be 
advanced) S-C 4020 output 
frame. 

The second use of FRMNOV is to set either or both camera frame counts at any time 
in the program. If only one camera frame count is set, the other is unaffected. As in 
the above usage, the frame count setting made will appear on the following frame, not 
the frame currently exposed on the tube of the S-C 4020. The call statement is: 

CALL FRMNOV (M9) Set 9-inch camera frame count 

or 

CALL FRMNOV (±M9, M35) Set only 35mm camera frame count if 
M9 is negative. Set both camera frame 
counts if M9 is positive. 

The frame count settings will apply to the next frame to be advanced. 

CHANGING THE SYSTEMS ROUTINES OUTPUT TAPE: TPNUMV 

TPNUMV is used for special applications and should not be of concern to the programmer 
in normal usage. 

The system as distributed will write output on tape A7 in the FORTRAN n version and 
on unit LB4: inthe IBJOB version. 

The output tape can be ch::mged at asseml;>ly time in either version. In the FORTRAN II 
version, the decrement of the location CRTAPE in deck OUTV must be set to the logical 
tape number of the desired output tape unit. In the IBJOB version, an output file must 
be redefined. 
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At object time, in FORTRAN n, the output tape can be changed with the FORTRAN 
statement: 

CALL TPNUMV (LOGNUM) 

which causes all successive transfers from core to tape to be written on the tape desig
nated by the logical number LOGNUM. The capability of changing the output tape during 
object time of an IBJOB run is not currently available. 

EMPTYING THE OUTPUT BUFFER: PLTND 

The S-C 4020 output buffer will not be dumped on tape until it is full unless the pro
grammer forces a dump for his own purposes. The current contents of the S-C 4020 
output buffer can be dumped by the FORTRAN statement: 

CALL PLTND 

Programmers using an S-C 4020 not equipped with an F530r other input buffer must 
remember to dump the buffers and· cause a tape gap following each time a control routine 
is called. Since the buffers are not dumped until full, the last command of any program 
using the S-C 4020 programming system must be a CALL PLTND followed by a state
ment to write an END OF FILE on the output tape. 
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Section IV 

GRAPHS 

GRAPHING DATA: KWKPLT 

The purpose of this routine is to provide the programmer with a quick look at the 
relationship between two variables. KWKPL T will automatically provide the .pro
grammer with a series of linearly connected points on a scaled linear grid with or 
without identification printing. 

The calling sequence without identification printing is: 

CALL KWKPLT (X, Y, N) 

where X = starting location of a forward stored array of floating 
point numbers representing the X-coordinates. 

Y = starting location of a forward stored array of floating 
point numbers representing the Y -coordinates. 

N = number of points to be plotted. 

It is not necessary to arrange the coordinates in an increasing or decreasing order 
of magnitude. H the table of X-coordinates are not in ascending order, KWKPLT 
will rearrange them in ascending order within the table. The Y -coordinates will 
be arranged accordingly. 

The calling sequence with identification printing is: 

CALL KWKPLT (X, Y, N, 18H(LH), 18H(LV» 

where X, Y, and N are the same as given above. 

(LH) = 18 character identification for the X-coordinates. 

(LV) = 1'8 character identification for the Y-coordinates. 

The printing routine assumes a full. 18 characters including blanks. 
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Section V. 

GRIDS 

GENERATING A GRID: GRIDIV 

In many ways, plotting on the S-C 4020 is very much like plotting on a sheet of graph 
paper, but there are also distinct differences. For one thing, the programmer must 
create the grid; the film frame is completely blank to start with. 

Although every line of the grid must be specified on the S-C 4020, there are advan
tages to this situation. A hand-plotted graph must be adapted to some preprinted 
form; more frequently than not, this means that some plotting area must be sacri
ficed in order to use the most convenient scale. 

On the S-C 4020, the programmer can select a scale that will be easy to read and that 
will accommodate the entire range of data. The number of light grid lines, the number 
of emphasized grid lines, and the spacing between lines can be chosen to suit the plot. 
The programmer is not restricted to the use of a single form for a variety of plots. 
For each graph, a new grid can be tailored to the data. 

The easiest way to create a grid for S-C 4020 plots is to call the GRIDIV subprogram. 
At the outset, GRIDIV makes certain that the Typewriter Mode is off, and that the 
Bright Intensity Mode is on. 

GRID I V will produce a grid which has some lines emphasized and some lines labeled. 
Margin space (which may be used for titles) will be reserved at the top, ,left side, and 
bottom of the grid. Normally, the title margin spaces are 24 raster counts wide. 

Upon completion of GRIDIV, scale factors will have been established and made avail
able (internally) for the conversion requirements of other subprograms; i. e., the 
conversion of floating point coordinates into raster coordinates. 

The call statement for GRID1V appears below, with a description of the arguments. 

CALLGRID1V (L, XL, XR, YB, YT, DX, DY, ±N, ±M, ±I, ±J, 
±NX, ±NY) 
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L 

XL,XR 

YB, YT 

DX, DY 

N,M 

This integer argument controls the film advance and frame 
identification display: 

L=O 

L=l 

L=2 

L=3 

L=4 

The film will be advanced, ID will be printed 
but the corner marks will be suppressed. 

The filmW;ill be advanced. The job number and 
frame counts will be placed in the upper right 
corner of the frame. 

The film will not be advanced and the identifi
cation information will not be displayed. 

The film will be advanced but the identification 
information will be suppressed. 

The film will be advanced and both the ID and 
the corner marks will be suppressed. 

Floating point values of X for the left-most and right-most 
limits of the grid. 

Floating point values for the bottom limit and the top limit 
of the grid. 

After margin space for titles and labels has been reserved, 
the limits of the remaining space are assigned the data 
values given for XL, XR, YB, and YT. Scale factors are 
then computed; they will remain in effect until another 
GRIDIV statement is made (or until other action is taken 
to compute new scale factors). 

Floating point data increment at which vertical (specified 
by DX) and h~rizontal (specified by DY) grid lines will be 
displayed. If 0.0, no lines will be shown. 

Positions are stepped off in DX increments in the positive 
and negative directions from X = 0, and in DY increments 
in the positive and negative directi()ns from Y = O. 

Fixed point integers that cause every Nth vertical grid 
line and every Mth horizontal grid line to be retraced 
for emphasiS. If N (or M) is zero, no vertical (or 
horizontal) lines will be emphasized. 

To force the grid to be square, a negative sign should be 
used on Nand/or M. (If either Nor M is zero, the 
negative sign should goon both N and M.) 



I, J 

NX, NY 

Fixed point integers which cause every Ith vertical 
line and every Jth horizontal line to be labeled. If 
I (or J) is zero, no vertical (or horizontal) lines 
will be labeled. 

If 1 and J are positive, the line labels will lie along 
the X = 0 and Y = 0 lines, provided these lines are 
within the grid limits. If X = 0 (or Y = 0) does not 
fall within the grid limits, labels will be placed in 
a space reserved at the left (or at the bottom) of the 
grid. 

Negative signs can be used on I and/or J to force 
labels outside the grid. Label space is reserved 
at the left if I is negative, or at the bottom if J is 
negative, and labels will be placed in these reserved 
spaces. Note that label margin space is in addition 
to the margin reserved for titles. 

Fixed point integers indicating the number of char
acters to be displayed in the labels of vertical and 
horizontal lines. 

+NX, +NY The labels will be in a decimal format 
similar to the F-type format. In speci
fying +NX and +NY, a decimal point must 
be counted as one of the NX or NY char
acters, but the sign is not counted. The 
largest number of digits permitted is 6 
(or 7 if one character is a decimal point). 

-NX, -NY The labels will be in ~cientific notation. 
(Example: l. 25xlO +0 .) NX indicates 
the number of 3ignificant figures in the 
labels of vertical grid lines, and NY 
indicates the same for the labels of hori
zontallines. The sign, decimal point, 
and exponent will be displayed in addition to 
NX (or NY) characters. NX (or NY) must 
not be greater than 6. 

Examples of GRID1V Usage 

Figures 5-1 through 5-9 are examples of the effect of the various parameters in the 
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GRID 1 V call statement. These examples are reproduced from S-C 4020 output. The 
call statement to produce each graph is printed by the S-C 4020 on the frame with the 
grid. 

Figure 5-1 is a simple grid with the x=O, y=O lines crossing in the middle of the grid. 
The numeric labels have been placed along thex=O, y=O lines. For simplicity in the 
illustration, constants were used in the parameter list. In actual usage, variable 
names may be substituted for any parameter. 

Figure 5-2 is similar to Figure 5-1 except that the XL, XR and YB, YT have been 
reversed to show that the scaling routines have no difficulty handling data which 
decreases from left to right and bottom to top. 

Figure 5-3 illustrates the effect of negative values for I, J in the parameter list. 
Note that the numeric labels are outside the grid and that the margins have been in
creased to accommodate the labels. 

Figures 5-4 and 5-5 show the same grid with labels in integer notation and scientific 
notation. 

Figure 5-6 has been double exposed to show the effect of negative arguments at N or 
M. The outer frame was produced by the first call statement with the positive argu
ment for N and M. The grid utilizes the maximum available space in both directions 
and is taller than it is wide. The second call statement with negative N and M forced 
the frame to be shorter in the Y direction in order to be square. It is important to 
have a square grid when representing geometriC figures such as a Circle or a square. 
Note that the first parameter of the second call statement is a 2 which inhibits the 
frame advance. 

Figure 5-7 illustrates the use of the routine DXDYV to compute some of the values 
for the GRIDIV parameter statement. DXDYV is explained on page 5-13. 

Figures 5-8 and 5-9 show the influence upon the grid of the density factor used by 
DXDYV. For the case of Figure 5- 8, a density factor of 8. 0 was speCified as the 
8th argument of DXDYV. A larger factor, 20.0, caused DXDYV to derive values of 
DX and DY such that the grid in Figure 5-9 is less dense. 
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100.00r-__________________________________________________________________________________________________ -, 

100.00~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------1 
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CALL C.RID1Y (2,50.0,100.0,50.0.100.0,50.0,50.0,-1,-1,2,2,3,.) 

Figure 5-6 
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COMPUTATION OF GRID1V ARGUMENTS: DXDYV 

It frequently happens that the programmer does not have sufficient advance informa
tion about the range of data his program will encounter to be able to assign practical 
values to all arguments of GRID1V. In this case, a series of FORTRAN statements 
can be used to determine the upper and lower X and Y bounds. For example, the 
values of XL and XR for a block of data, X, can be computed as follows: 

XL = X(l) 
XR = X(l) 
DO 10 J =2, NPTS 

XL = MIN1F(XL, X(J» 
10 XR = MAX1F(XR, X(J» 

where NPTS is the number 
of points in the X block of 
data 

A similar group of statements can be used to compute YB and YT for the Y block of 
data. 

Once XL and XR (or YB and YT) are known, the routine DXDYV is available to com
pute arguments for line spacing, line emphasizing, and line labeling. Two call state
ments are available, one for the X direction and one for the Y direction. They are: 

CALL DXDYV(l, XL, XR, DX, N, I, NX, DC, IERR) 

CALL DXDYV(2, YB, YT, DY, M, J, NY, DC, IERR) 

On each entry to DXDYV, four arguments are furnished by the programmer: 

The first argument is a 1 or a 2, to indieate whether DXDYV is 
being applied in the X direction or in the Y direction. 

XL and XR (or YB and YT) are defined as in the summary 
of GRIDIV arguments. 

DC represents a floating point quantity which limits the density of the 
grid. The grid lines drawn by GRID 1 V, using arguments furnished by 
DXDYV, will be no closer than DC raster positions. DC should never 
have a value less than 3.0; values of 8.0 to 20.0 are recommended. 

The remainder of the arguments are variables to which DXDYV will assign values. 
Any value previously assigned these variables will be destroyed during execution 
of the subroutine. NEVER USE CONSTANTS FOR THESE ARGUMENTS. 
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lERR is an error indicator. It is set to zero if a reasonable grid can be drawn, and· 
to..QruLif the parameters given would result in an impossible grid. Mter execution 
of DXDYV, lERR should always be tested before proceeding to draw the graph. 

In using DXDYV, it should be noted that no provision has been made for generating 
labels in scientific notatipn. If this is desired, it is necessary to assure that there 
is sufficient space for the longer labels and also to change the sign of NX and NY to 
be negative. 

GRIDIV CONTROLS 

Certain features of the basic linear GRID 1 V can be altered by subprograms that con
trol its internal operation. The subprograms can be classified as "set" and "retrieve" 
routines since they permit information to be set by the programmer and retrieved 
during execution of GRIDIV. 

The routines that furnish values different from those normally employed by GRIDIV 
are: 

SETMIV, 

SETCIV, 

which allows the programmer to make nonstandard 
margin assignments. The companion routine called 
by GRIDIV to retrieve margin values is SETMOV. 

which makes it possible to provide extra space for 
grid line labels. The companion routine is SETCOV. 

Routines that furnish indicators recognized by GRIDIV as signals to execute alternate 
branches are: 

HOLDIV, 

SMXYV, 

5-14 

which assists in holding margins from graph to graph. 
HOLDOV is called to retrieve the indicators. 

which enables the programmer to select a non-linear 
mode of operation. The companion routine is MSXYV. 
These two routines are described under "Log and Semi
log Plotting. " 



Grid Margin Variation: SETMIV, SETMOV 

As discussed in an earlier section, GRIDI V normally reserves a strip, 24 raster 
counts in width, at the top, left, and bottom of the grid, for the display of titles. For 
the many applications which require special margin widths, the subprogram SETMIV 
can be called to change the basic specifications. 

One obvious application of SETMIV is to provide margin space for multiple lines of 
printed titles and headings. In addition, and perhaps even more important, SETMIV 
makes it possible to display more than one graph on a frame, or to display a graph 
with its accompanying text. 

The standard GRIDIV margin specifications can be altered by the statement: 

CALL SETMIV (MTL, MTR, MTB, MTT) 

Each argument is an integer which specifies, in raster counts, the 
width of one area to be reserved for a margin. 

MTL 
MTR 
MTB 
MTT 

Width of area for left margin. 
Width of area for right margin. 
Width of area for bottom margin. 
Width of area for top margin. 

GRID I V does not necessarily use these exact values for the upper and lower limits of 
X and Y. It guarantees that the reserved space will not be overlapped, assigning 
additional space if required for label margins. After the total margin space has been 
reserved, the remaining area will be used for the grid. 

If SETMIV is never called, GRIDIV will use the values 24, 0, 24, 24 as MTL, MTR, 
MTB, and MTT, respectively. To return to a standard grid after the margins have 
been altered, restore the standard margin values by 

CALL SETMIV (24, 0, 24, 24) 

The current values of MTL, MTR, MTB, and MTT can be retrieved by using the 
statement 

CALL SETMOV (MTL~ MTRL, MTBL, MTTL) 

where the arguments are variables (never constants) to which SETMOV is to assign 
the current margin values. SETMOV was designed for use by GRID IV to retrieve 
current margin values; the programmer will rarely have reason to call it. 
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Examples. Figure 5-10 shows three grids with the SETMIV and GRID IV call state
ments used toproduce them. The grid at the bottom was the first one displayed; a 
1 was used as the firstargumEmt of the first GRIDIV statement executed, in order 
to change the film fr'ame. The other two GRID 1 V statements include a.! as the first 
argument, to inhibit the film advance. 

Note particularly the variation in the raster locations assigned by GRIDIV to XL in 
each of the grids. This effect is caused primarily by the differences in the specifi
cation of NY (the last argument), which gives the number of characters to be dis
played in the labels of horizontal lines. In each case, NY has been assigned a value 
just large enough to satisfy the needs of the grid. For the bottom grid, NY = 1; 
for the middle grid, NY = 3; and for the top grid, NY = 5. Since margin space was 
reserved for labels of different lengths, the positions of the left limits, and of the 
corresponding values of X, vary noticeably. Such a nonalignment is often of no im
portance, but if it does matter, the programmer may have to make special proviSions 
to force alignment. 

PROVIDING FOR SPECIAL LABEL CHARACTERS: SETCIV, SETCOV 

GRIDIV computes the starting location of each label, taking into consideration the 
size of the characters used. If the labels are to be placed outside the grid, GRIDIV 
assigns space for them, again taking the character size into consideration. Nor
mally, labeling is done in CHARACTRON characters (via LABLV). If the pro
grammer substitutes a non-system labeling routine for LABLV, it may be necessary 
to furnish adjusted character dimensions to GRIDIV. 

To state the dimensions of nonstandard label characters, use 

CALL SETCIV (IW, TIl) 

IW An integer which specifies, in raster counts, 
the allowance needed for the width of each 
label character. 

IH An integer which specifies, in raster counts, 
the allowance for the height of a label character. 

If SETCIV is never called, the indicator table contains IW = 8 and IH = 10. 
Obviously, if it is called, the arguments must be compatible with the size of the 
characters employed by the LABLV subprogram used. 

GRIDIV retrieves the values of the indicators by using: 

CALL SETCOV (IWL, IHL) 
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The width will be retrieved from the table and stored in the fixed point variable loca
tion IWL, and the height will be similarly stored in IHL. (The arguments must not 
be constants.) Note that GRID1V uses this information to control the space that will 
be reserved for labels; it does not control the ~ of the label characters themselves 
in any way. 

HOLDING MARGINS FROM GRAPH TO GRAPH: HOLDIV, HOLDOV 

For a large graph, it may be necessary for the programmer to display segments of 
the graph in separate frames, and join the segments "tile fashion" to form the com
plete plot. If the graphs are to have the same scale, certain equalities should exist. 

1. The range of X in each segment should be equal, and the range 
of Y should be equal. In other words, the quantity (XR - XL) 
should be the same in each segment, and, similarly, the 
quantity (YT - YB). 

2. The dimensions of the scaled area should be the same from 
segment to segment; that is, the dimensions of the space 
between margins should be equal. 

The programmer can easily provide for equality in the ranges of X and Y, but he 
cannot so readily ensure equality in the scaled areas. Since GRID1V computes label 
margins (and, therefore, total margins) to suit the needs of each graph, the dimen
sions of the scaled area may vary. 

One method that will usually give equality of scaled areas is to specify the option 
that forces labels to be placed outside the grid, and to always request the same 
number of label characters (NX, NY) for each segment. If this is not practical, a 
"holding" feature is provided. 

GRID 1 V can be instructed to hold the label margin spaces used for the preceding 
grid and use them in computing total margins for the next grid. The statement to 
be used is 
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CALL HOLDIV (NH) 

If NH fo 0, the label margins from the preceding grid 
will be used again. If NH = 0 (as is the case if HOLDIV 
is never called), label margins will be computed in the 
normal manner. 



The status of this indicator is tested in GRID1V by using 

CALL HOLDOV (NHL) 

The value of the indicator will be retrieved and stored in 
the location named in the argument. 

The "hold" may be released by executing the statement 

CALL HOLDN (0) 

Figure 5-11 is similar to Figure 5-10 except that NY = 5 on all three grids, permitting 
the left limits to be in line. If XL, NX, and NY are equal from grid to grid, the de
sired alignment will usually be achieved. 

Figure 5-12 shows four graphs on a single frame. The SETMIV statements used to 
produce the margins for each grid are shown. The programmer must remember to 
set the first argument of the GRID1V statement to 2 so as not to advance the film. 

Figures 5-13, 5-14, and 5-15 show additional examples of special effects which can 
be obtained with GRID1V when the routine HOLDN is used to retain grid margins 
from one grid to another. The labeling is self explanatory. 

OPERATIONAL DETAILS OF GRID1V 

GRID1V is, in many respects, an executive routine. It examines the information 
furnished by the argument list and by certain external subprograms, makes decisions 
based on this information, and then calls other subprograms to advance the film, 
compute scale factors, generate the grid, etc. 

Initially, GRID1V uses STOPTV to ensure that the typewriter mode is "off, " BRITEV 
to ensure that the bright intensity mode is "on, " and FRAMEV to advance the film 
and affix the job number and frame count (unless an option is used that inhibits this). 

GRID1V then checks certain internal locations to obtain basic information, by calling 
the follOWing subprograms: 

SETMOV 

SETCOV 

Retrieves margin assignments. The programmer 
may have changed the standard specifications by 
a CALL SETMIV. 

Retrieves character size specifications that programmer 
may have changed by a CALL SETCN. 
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MSXYV 

HOLDOV 

Determines linear or nonlinear mode. Indicators may 
have been set to nonlinear by a CALL SMXYV. 

Determines whether margin specifications were held 
over from preceding graph. Indicator may have been 
specified by a CALL HOLDIV. 

Computations are made to determine the raster positions to be used as grid boundaries. 
ERRLNV and/or ERRNL V are called to check the boundaries and the data limits to see 
if a grid can be produced from this information. Finally, XSCALVand YSCALV are 
called to compute scale factors, and LINRV (in the linear mode) and/or NONLNV (in 
the logarithmic mode) are called to generate the grid. 

DETERMINING GRID BOUNDARY POSITIONS 

GRID 1 V sets aside the margin space specified by a prior call to SETMIV (or the 
standard margin space if SETMIV has not been called) . With the exception of the 
small area in the upper right corner used for frame identification, GRID 1 V does no 
writing in these basic margins. 

Then GRIDIV tests to see if labels are to be placed (or may extend) outside the grid 
area. Space required for such labels is computed, taking into consideration the type 
of label (fixed point or scientific), the number of label characters speCified in GRIDIV 
arguments plus space for a sign, and the height and width of the label characters. 

If any space is needed for labels at the left, right, bottom, or top of the grid, it is 
added to the basic margins specified by SETMIV table, to produce the total margins. 
(HOLDIV can alter this procedure by causing label spaces "held" from a previous 
grid to be added when computing the total margins). 

If the option for a square grid is specified, the right, or top, total margin will be ad
justed so the remaining area will be square. 

If the total margins and the grid limits (XL, XR, YB, and YT) meet certain error 
tests, they are used as arguments of XSCALV and YSCALV in computing the scale 
factors required for generating the grid and plotting on it. 

Since so many items influence the margin assignments, the grid boundaries will rarely 
fall at the exact raster positions that the programmer might have estimated. If the 
precise raster positions of the boundaries are required in a program, they should be 
derived by converting the limits into raster counts after GRIDIV has been called. For 
example: 
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IXL = NXV (XL) 

IXR = NXV (XR) 

IYB = NYV. (YB) 

IYT = NYV (YT) 

(The right total margin is 1023 - IXR) 

(The top total margin is 1023 - IYT) 

GRID1V ERROR PROCEDURE: ERMRKV 

Even if bad input data is used, GRID1V will attempt to produce a grid. The philosophy 
is that some useful information may be revealed, even if the grid is inaccurate. 

The grid limits and total margins are tested by lower-level subprograms, ERRLNV 
(for linear mode) and/or ERRNLV (for log mode). If these tests show that a grid 
cannot be produced from the given information, some data values are manufactured 
so that the program can continue. The manufactured quantities are used only intern
ally; data values in the main program will not be affected. (Since ERRLNV and 
ERRNLV are meant to be used only by GRID1V, the call statements are not given.) 

When artificial quantities are used, an error mark (/ / / / / /) is placed in the upper 
right corner of the frame by ERMRKV. Although ERMRKV was designed for use by 
GRID1V, the programmer can place this mark on the frame if he uses the statement 

CALL ERMRKV 

An error mark from GRID! V may indicate that one or more of the following errors 
has been found. 
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1. Equal values have been specified for grid limits; that is, 
XL = XR and/or YB = YT. See Figure 5-16. 

2. The specified margins are too wide. In other words, MR + ML 
- 1023, and/or MB + MT - 1023, See Figure 5-17. 

3. Ina linear grid, the specified values of DX and/or DY would 
result in grid lines spaced closer than 3 raster counts. 

4. In a log grid the value of one or more of the limits is either zero 
or negative. 

5. In the log mode, there are more than 10 cycles in either the X 
or Y direction .. 
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SPECIAL 'RIDIY EXAMPLES 

'RIDIY ERROR HANDLIN' 

ID 

• 
CALL SETMIV 100,100 ..... ole ) 

L 
CALL HIDIV ( 1,0.0,10.0,0.0,10.0, t.O. 1.0. ,. 5, la, la, 2. 2) 

Figure 5-17 
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.Examples of GRIDI V Chrrracteristics 

C 2rtain special characteristics of the grid generated by GRIDl V are shown in the 
following examples. 

Example 1. During construction of a linear grid, vertical lines are displayed at 
interv:lls "stepped off" from X = 0 in DX increments until the maximum limit of the 
grid is exceeded. Then they are "stepped off" from X = 0 in the negative direction 
until the minimum limit of the grid is passed. Similarly, horizontal lines are 
"stepped off" from Y = 0 in DY increments. Because of this method of construction, 
lines will be generated at the grid limits only if XL and XR are integer multiples of 
DX, and if YB and YT are integer multiples of DY. Figures 5-18 and 5-19 illustrate 
the effect of changing DX and DY. Figures 5-20 and 5-21 illustrate a similar '3ffect 
in the negative range of values. 

Example 2. Vertical lines to be emphasized are "stepped off" from X = 0 by incre
ments of N'DX, and vertical lines to be labeled are "stepped off" by increments of 
I·DX. Similarly, horizontal lines to be emphasized are "stepped off" from Y = 0 
by increments of M'DY, and those to be labeled by increments of J·DY. This pro
cedure means that labels andlor emphasized lines will not necessarily occur at the 
grid limits. Lines at XL and XR will be emphasized only if XL and XR are integer 
multiples of N'DX, and labeled only if XL and XR are integer multiples of I·DX. 
In the same way, lines at YB and YT are integer multiples of M'DY, and labeled 
only if they are integer multiples of J·DY. 

This method of determining the positions of line labels is responsible for the absence 
of labels on the limit lines in Figures 5-19 and 5-21. Notice in the example that the 
labels for vertical grid lines are adequate; there is no real need to provide labels on 
the lines at XL and XR. However, the labels for the horizontal lines in this illustra
tion are not adequate; they demonstrate another factor to be considered in planning 
for line labels. To be meaningful, labels should appear on at least two lines. In the 
example, the use of J = 5, instead of J = 10, would cause labeling of the lines of 
Y = 25.0, 30.0, and 35.0, giving a scale that can be read easily. 
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Figure 5-19 
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Figure 5-20 
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Figure 5-21 
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Example 3. Under certain conditi<?ns., GRID1V purposely omits labels. Figure 5-22 
shows how this can happen. The limits,of'X used for the grid were -99.9999 and 
99.9999, and the limits of Y were 0.0 and 9. 9999. Dll.ring'scaling, these limits were 
rounded, causingtheni to be treated as. .".100. 0,100. 0 and 0.0, 10. O. 

This process. caused the decimal scales of the grid limits to be larger than the initial 
limits, i. e., the values of NX and NY specified by the, programmer were not com":,' 
patible with the new limits. To avoid erroneous labeling, label values will not be 
displayed if the rounding process causes the decimal scale to be larger than the 
initial value. 

The system does not adequately provide for alLproblems of this tYJle. Such compli
cations can be avoided if the programmer considers the rounded values of XL and XR, 
and YB and YT, and when specifying NX and NY. 

Example 4. When X = 0 (and/or Y = 0) lies within the grid limits, and I (and/or J) 
is positive, GRID1V places labels along the X = 0 (or Y = Orline. If there isn't 
enough space for the label between X = 0 and the left limit of the grid (or between 
Y = 0 and the bottom of the grid), GRID 1 V will provide space outside the grid area 
for labels, just as if negative values of I (and/or J) had been speCified. An illustra
tion is shown in Figure 5-23. 

Example 5. The number of label characters, NX (or NY) , specified for fixed point 
. labels should satisfy the largest and smallest label values to be displayed. Normally, 
the quantity should be the sum of: (1) the decimal scale of the largest value of X 
(or Y), (2) the number of fractional positions required in the smallest value, and (3) 
one more position to provide for the decimal point, if required. The total quantity 
may not exceed 6 (or 7 if the decimal point is included). 

Figure 5-24 illustrates how trouble can occur when NX and/or NY are not speCified 
properly. Note that the values of NX = 1 and NY = 1 are adequate for the largest 
values of X and Y, but do not allow for the fractional values required in some of the 
labels. In this example, ..! should have been used for the values of NX and NY, in the 
top graph. 

For some applications, it may be advantageous to specify values of NX and/or NY 
less than the decimal scale of the largest label value. In the middle grid of Figure 
5"':24, the two low-order positions in the labels have been dropped intentionally, by 
using values of NX and NY that are less than the decimal scales of the largest values 
of X and Y. In this case, the resulting graph has been effectively rescaled. 

This procedure must be used with care. In the bottom grid, Figure 5-24, the 
values of NX and NY are so small that the increment between labeled lines is not 
reflected in the labels that are displayed. 
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Figure 5-24 
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LOG AND SEMI-LOG GRIDS: SMXYV, MSXYV 

The earlier examples used only linear scaling and conversion. The modal sub
routine SMXYV can be used to alter the scaling mode such that scaling and 
conversions will be made in the logarithmic mode. 

The call statement for establishing the logarithmic mode is: 

CALL SMXYV (MX, MY) 

where MX and MY are scale mode indicators that designate whether the logarithmic 
or linear mode is to be used: 

If MX f. 0, MY f. 0 Log in X, log in Y 

MX f. 0, MY = 0 Log in X, linear in Y 

MX = 0, MY f. 0 Linear in X, log in Y 

MX = 0, MY = 0 Linear in both X and Y 
(to restore linear mode) 

At the beginning of each job, MX and MY are zero, so that linear scaling and 
conversion result if SMXYV is never called. 

If the programmer wants to generate a log or semi-log plot, he must call SMXYV 
to set the logarithmic mode before using any S-C 4020 subroutines that involve 
scaling or conversion. 

Once the log-log or semi-log mode has been set by SMXYV and the scale factors 
have been established, the function statements NXV and NYV can be used to convert 
data coordinates into raster coordinates, in the same manner as shown for linear 
scaling. 

For chain jobs, note that the values of MX and MY do not carryover from link to link. 
If a scale mode other than linear-linear is desired, it will be necessary to restate the 
SMXYV statement in each chain link. 

F AP subprograms use two other references in connection with these indicators, causing 
the names (XXXX) and (YYYY) to appear on the load map. 
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The contents of the scale mode indicators may be retrieved by using the following 
statement: 

CALL MSXYV (MXL, MYL) 

The indicator for the X scale mode will be 
stored in MXL, and for the Y scale mode in 
MYL. 

GRID IV, lXV, IYV, NXV, NYV, XSCALV, and YSCALV all use this statement to deter
mine what scale mode has been selected by the programmer. 

RESTRICTIONS ON LOGARITHMIC MODE 

In general, once SMXYV has been called, the programmer can use any of the 
routines to generate a logarithmic display. (One exception: DXDYV should not be 
used to generate arguments for GRIDIV in the direction in which logarithmic 
scaling is being used.) 

However, some of the GRIDIV arguments are restricted in the logarithmic mode. 
Following is a list of the 13 arguments, with notations as to the arguments affected 
if the mode is logarithmic in the direction affected by each. 

CALL GRIDIV (L, XL, XR, YB, YT, DX, DY, 
±N, ±M, ±I, ±J, ±NX, ±NY) 

L Controls film advance. 

XL, XR Left and right limits of the grid. May not be negative or zero. 

YB, YT Bottom and top limits of the grid. May not be negative or zero. 

DX, DY Should be set to 1. o. If less, only the cycle lines will be 
displayed. If greater, no lines will be drawn. 

N, M Will be ignored; however, an argument must be present. A 
negative sign on N or M will force the grid to the square. 

I, J Will be ignored; however, an argument must be present. 

NX, NY Number of characters to be displayed in the labels. 

Generally, line labels will be placed only at the cycle lines. If, however, the grid 
spans less than one complete cycle, each grid line will be labeled. 
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No more than 10 log cycles are permitted in the GRIDIV system. 

Examples. Figure 5-25 illustrates a plot that is logarithmic in both the X and Y 
directions. Note the arguments for SMXYV and GRID1V in the coding. 

Figure 5-26 illustrates a semi-log grid, with plotting of the data used in Figure 5-25. 

BUILDING SPECIAL GRIDS: LINRV, NONLNV 

Two of the lower-level modules employed by GRIDIV are useful as building blocks 
for building special grids. LINRV may be used to generate only the vertical portion 
or only the horizontal portion of a linear grid. NONLNV can generate only the 
vertical or only the horizontal portion of a log grid. See examples in Figure 5-27 
and Figure 5-28. 

In addition to generating the vertical and horizontal portions of a grid in separate 
operations, these modules offer other special capabilities: 

1. The programmer can control the length of the grid lines. For 
example, the grid lines can be as short as "time tics." 

2. The programmer can exert greater control over the position of 
line labels by specifying a label reference location. 

3. Selected grid lines can be emphasized and/or labeled in the same 
way as with GRID IV . 

4. DXDYV can be used with LINRV in much the same way it is used with 
GRID IV. 

Certain subprograms must be executed prior to the use of LINRV or NONLNV. 
The frame must have been advanced, and XSCALV and/or YSCALV must have 
established scale factors. If a change in scale mode is required, SMXYV must 
have been called. 
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The call statement for using LINRV to generate a vertical grid is 

CALL LINRV (1, LYREFR, IYMIN, IYMAX, XL, XR, 
DX~ ±N, ±I, ±NX, IW) 

For a horizontal ,grid, the statement is 

5-40 

CALL LINRV (2, LXREFR, IXMIN, IXMAX, YB, YT, 
DY, ±M, ±J, ±NY, ill) 

LYREFR 
LXREFR 

Label reference locations. 
For a vertical grid, L YREFR is the Y raster 
coordinate that will be used to position the labels 
of the vertical grid lines. The X raster coordinate 
will vary, and will be computed by the subprogram. 

For a horizontal grid, LXREFR is the X raster 
coordinate that will be used to position the labels 
of the horizontal grid lines. The Y raster coordinates 
will vary, and will be computed by the subprogram. 

The character dimensions, IW and ill (below), should 
be considered in assigning L YREFR and LXREFR. 
For example, LYREFR should be chosen to allow at 
least one character height (ill) below the origin of 
vertical grid lines (IYMIN). LXREFR should be a 
raster pOSition that is at least IW* (NY + I) raster 
counts to the left of the origin of the horizontal grid 
lines (IXMIN). In both instances, some additional 
space should be added to prevent over lapping. 

If scientific labels are selected (-NX and/or -NY), 
. prOvision must be made for 7 additional label 
characters in the computation of LXREFR. About 
5 raster counts extra must be added to LYRE FR 
to allow for the raised exponent. 

NOTE: IW* (NY + 1) allows space for a sign JL. 

IYMIN, IYMAX Raster positions that determine the origin and end of 
IXMIN, IXMAX each line. For a vertical grid, these integers are 

raster counts in the Y direction. For a horizontal 
grid, these integers are raster counts in the X 
direction. 



IW,IH The dimension to be allowed for each label character: 
IW for the width, and IH for the height. Since LINRV 
uses LABL V to display the labels, and since the system 
LABL V uses Charactron characters, the dimensions 
should be IW = 8 and ill = 10. (If the standard values 
have not been altered, these values can be obtained by 
calling SETCOV). 

The remainder of the arguments have the same definitions given for these terms in 
the discussion of GRID 1 V. 

The vertical portion of a log grid can be generated by the statement 

CALL NONLNV (1, LYREFR, IYMIN, IYMAX, XL, XR, DX, 
±N, ±I, ±NX, IW) 

For a horizontal log grid, the statement is 

CALL NONLNV (2, LXREFR, IXMIN, IXMAX, YB, YT, DY, 
±M, ±J, ±NY, ill) 

The arguments XL, XR, DX, N, I, NX, and YB, YT, DY, M, J, NY have the same 
definitions (and restrictions) given for these terms in the discussion of GRIDIV for 
the log mode. The remaining arguments have the definitions given for LINRV. 

Figures 5-27 and 5-28 show examples of portions of grids created by LINRV and 
NONLNV, respectively. 
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EXAMPLES OF USE OF LINRY 

CALL FRANEV 

CALL .SCAlY ( .5.0. 95.0. 50, 5 •• ) 

CALL LINRV , I. 515. 55', 900, .,.St 95.0, 2.'. Z, 4,2, • ) 

.0 .0 

.0 

so 

CALL YSCALV ( 15.0, 6!!5.0, 20. 575 ) 

CALL LJNRV « 2,520,550,1"023.15.0,65.0.2.5.2,4,2.12) 

so 

20 

1- 1-

Figure 5-27 
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EXAMPLE S OF' U S£ OF' NON tHV 

CALL FRAMEY 

CALL SMXYV ( 1. 0) 

CALL XSCALV ( 10.0, 100.0, 50. Sol. ) 

CALL NOHLNV ( 1.515,535,900,10.0, tOO.D, 1.0. 1, 1, 3, It) 

10 100 

10 

-.-S:.....ALL S~YY ( Dr 1) 

~LL YICALV I 1.0, 10.0, 20, 575 ) 

CALL NONlNY (2,520,550,1023,1.0.10.0,1.0,1,1,2,8) 

1- 1-

Figure 5-28 
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AXIS LINES: XAXISV, YAXISV 

Axis lines XAXISV, YAXISV enable the programmer to use the axis line feature 
of the S-C 4020 to generate horizontal or vertical lines. Horizontal axis lines 
started at a specified raster position will be swept to the right to the specified X 
stop point in raster count. Vertical axis lines started at a specified raster position 
will be swept upwards to the specified Y stop point in raster count. The axis 
generator will not sweep lines down or to the left; therefore, the program auto
matically interchanges the coordinates if it is required in order not to stop the S-C 
4020. If no stop point is given in the parameter list, the axis will be swept to the 
right edge of the frame or the top edge of the frame. 

The call statement for sweeping a horizontal line is: 

CALL XAXISV (IX, IY) 

or CALL XAXISV (IX, IY, NSTPT) 

IX, IY The fixed point raster coordinates of the origin of the line. 
IX may have a value from 0 to 959, while IY may have a 
value from 0 to 959. 

NSTPT The fixed point X coordinate of the stop point. 

For a vertical line, the statement is: 

CALL YAXISV (IX, IY) 

or CALL YAXISV (IX, IY, NSTPT) 
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Section VI 

SCALING AND CONVERSION 

In earlier sections, scaling and conversion problems have been left to the routine 
GRID IV. However, much of the actual computation is done in lower-level modules. 
This section describes these and some associated modules that provide additional 
tools for some scaling and conversion problems. 

The descriptions may also be useful in clarifying the operation of higher-level routines. 
For example, GRIDIV uses XSCALV, YSCALVas a lower-level routine to do scaling. 
Consequently, the comments in this section concerning scaling and conversion equations, 
scale factors, and retrieving and resetting scale factors also apply when the programmer 
uses GRIDIV to control scaling. 

Methods of operation in both the linear and nonlinear modes are discussed. The non
linear mode built into the system is the logarithmic mode, but the possibility of sub
stitution of other nonlinear modes is mentioned. 

BASIC SCALING SUBPROGRAMS: XSCALV, YSCALV 

XSCALV, YSCALV will compute the scale factors for a specified display and store 
them in an internal table for later use by those functions which convert data. The 
calling statements are: 

CALL XSCALV (XL, XR, ML, MR) 

CALL YSCALV (YB, YT, MB, MT) 

XL, XR 

ML, MR 

Floating point values of X for the leftmost and rightmost 
limits of the scaled plotting area. 

The amount of margin space to be reserved to the left and 
right of the scaled area, expressed in raster counts (fixed 
point integers) . 
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YB, YT 

MB, MT 

Floating point values of Y for the bottom and top limits of 
the scaled plotting area. 

The amount of margin space to be reserved below and above 
the scaled area, expressed in raster counts (fixed point 
integers) • 

XSCALV, YSCALV contains a test for nonlinear mode. If this mode is indicated, XL, 
XR and/or YB, YT will be transformed before the scale factors are computed by the 
basic scaling equations. 

Example 

Figure 6-1 illustrates the relationship of the arguments. The margin specifications 
are: ML::: 170, MR ::: 192, MB::: 340, MT::: 128. 

MT 

ML MR 

MB 

Figure 6-1 

XSCALV will assign XL to raster location IX = 170, and XR to raster location IX ::: 831 
(Le., 1023 - 192). YSCALV will assign YB to raster location IY = 340, and YT to 
raster location IY ::: 895 (i. e., 1023 - 128). The scaled area will then be the rectangle 
from IX::: 170 to IX::: 831, and from IY ::: 340 to IY ::: 895. 

BASIC SCALING EQUATIONS 

In the following equations, "A" and "B" represent the scale factors computed and 
stored by XSCALV, and "C" and "D" are the factors computed and stored by YSCALV. 
(Since the computation is done in floating point arithmetic, the floating point variable 
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names FML, FMR, FMB, and FMT are used to represent the floating point equivalents 
of the margin values ML, MR, MB, and MT.) 

A = (1023. - FMR) - FML 
XR -XL 

B == FML - A*XL 

C = (1023. - FMT) - FMB 
YT - YB 

D == FMB - C*YB 

CONVERSION OF DATA: NXV, NYV, lXV, IYV 

I 

n 

ill 

IV 

Four function subprograms, NXV, NYV, !XV, and IYV, are provided to convert data 
coordinates into raster coordinates. The argument for each of the functions must be 
a floating point quantity; the result will be an integer quantity. 

The following FORTRAN statements show how these functions may be used to convert 
data coordinates X (or Y) into raster coordinates IX (or IY): 

IX == NXV(X) 

IY == NYV(Y) 

IX == IXV(X) 

IY == IYV(Y) 

These four functions are similar in that they all convert data by means of the basic 
equations for data conversion discussed below. They are dissimilar in the way they 
handle off-scale data (that is, data which falls outside the limits XL, XR or YB, YT.) 

The functions NXV and NYV check for off-scale data values. The result IX (or lY) will 
be set to zero if the argument X (or Y) is outside the limits that were used to establish 
the scale. In addition, an error indication is set, as discussed under Off-Scale Error 
Detection. 

The functions !XV and IYV do not test for off-scale data values. The resulting position 
can be outside the plotting area, or even outside the frame, but the value will be properly 
scaled relative to the plotting area. (However, no test is made for the possibility that 
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the result is greater than 131, 071; integer bits above the 17th will .be lost.) 

Figure 6-2 illustrates how error testing of the results of NXV, NYV can be used to by
pass plotting of points that are off-scale. NXV and NYV were used to convert the points 
along the curve into raster positions, and LINEV was employed to connect the points. 
Since the results of NXV and NYV were tested for zeros, and plotting was by-passed 
whenever a point was off-scale, the curve stopped at the top and right limits of the 
scaled area (outlined). 

In Figure 6-3 two sine curves are shown, one plotted after using NXV, NYV to do the 
conversion, and the other after lXV, IYV were used. As in Figure 6-2, LINEV was 
used to connect the points. NO ERROR TESTS WERE MADE. 

The lower curve shows the line going to zero when off-scale values were encountered 
by NXV, NYV. Note that this curve drops to the bottom of the frame (IY = 0) when 
values that were off-scale in Y were encountered. Also note that the off-scale initial 
and last values of X caused the curve to start and end at the left edge of the frame 
(IX = 0). 

The higher curve was drawn after lXV, IYV were used to convert the points. The curve 
continued past the boundaries of the scaled area when off-scale values were encountered. 
(When lXV, IYV are used, the programmer must decide what action should be taken 
when the result of !XV and/or IYV is < 0 or > 1023.) 

All four functions test for nonlinear mode. If indicated, X (or Y) will be transformed 
before it is converted by one of the basic conversion equations. 

BASIC CONVERSION EQUATIONS 

The follOWing equations show how the conversion functions Gonvert data coordinates 
X and Y into raster coordinates IX and IY: 

IX =A*X +B 

IY = c*y + D 

The scale factors A, B, C, and D are those derived from the equations I, II, m, and 
IV. 

Generally speaking, the programmer should use the conversion functions rather than 
writing sta.tements of his own containing these equations. The functions offer the 
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following advantages: 
a. They have direct access to the internal table in which the scale factors 

A, B, C, and D are stored. 

b. They check the scale mode, and use a nonlinear conversion if that mode 
is indicated. 

c. NXV, NYV contain a test for off-scale pOints. 

If it is ever necessary to use these equations directly, the programmer can retrieve 
the scale factors (A, B, C, D) by employing the routine SCLSA V. 

INVERSE CONVERSION UXV, UYV 

The functions UXV, UYV allow the programmer to obtain the coordinates of a specified 
raster location in terms of his data. The following statements show how these functions 
may be used: 

x == UXV (IX) 

Y == UYV (IY) 

Although UXV, UYV represent the inverse of IX == !XV (X) and IY == IYV (y), the results 
are approximate because truncation occurs in the !XV and IYV functions). 

NOTE 

UXV, UYV CANNOT BE USED 
IN THE NONLINEAR MODE. 

The equations used by UXV, UYV are the inverse of the equations for data conversion: 

X=IX-B 
A 

Y =_IY_-_D_ 
C 

(The computation is performed in floating point arithmetiC.) 
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RETRIEVAL OF SCALING INFORMATION: SCLSAV 

The subroutine SCLSAV will retrieve scale factors and other scaling information from 
an internal table and store them in an array named by the programmer. Although 
SCLSAV makes scaling information available for special-purpose conversions, certain 
limit tests, etc., its principal value is that it permits saving scaling information from 
one program link to another. When a new link is entered, another routine RESCLV, 
can be called to restore the scaling information in the internal table, where it is 
accessible to NXV, NYV, IXV, or IYV. 

The calling statement to retrieve the scaling information is: 

CALL SCLSAV (R) 

R The name of a ten-cell array, named and dimensioned by the 
programmer. 

The storage locations in the block of cells, R, are assigned as follows: 

R(lO) Minimum. IY 

R(9) Minimum. IX 

R(8) Maximum. IY 

R(7) Maximum. IX 

R(6) D 

R(5) B Scale factors 

R(4) C 

R(3) A 

R(2) Scale mode indicator for Y 

R(l) Scale mode indicator for X 
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RESETTING SCALING IN FORMA TION: RESCLV ' 

If the scaling information has been ,stored in COMMON bySCLSAV, it can be reset 
into the internaLtable when a new chain link is entered. The statement is: 

CALL RESCLV(R) 

where Ris the ten-cell array described under SCLSAV. 

NONLINEAR SCALING AND CONVERSION 

The only nonlinear capability built into the system is logarithmic scale mode, used in 
connection with log grids. However, the system design allows the programmer to in
corporate some special nonlinear scale mode, by the substitution of one module of his 
own. For this reason, the mOre inclusive term, "nonlinear," is used in the following 
discussion, instead of "logarithmic." The linear and nonlinear scale mode indicators 
are discussed on page 5-35. 

NONLINEAR TRANSFORMATION: XMODV, YMODV 

The scaling and conversion equations shown under number conversion apply not only 
to the linear mode, but also to the nonlinear mode if transformed arguments are used. 
The functions XMODV, YMODV are provided to perform such transformation; they 
can be used in statements of the following type: 

XPRIME = XMODV(X) 

YPRIME = YMODV(y) 

The scaling and conversion subprograms (XSCALV, YSCALV, lXV, IYV, NXV, NYV) 
test the scale mode indicators to see if they have been set to nonlinear mode by a call 
SMXYV. If nonlinear mode is indicated, each of these subprograms will use XMODV 
(or YMODV) to perform a nonlinear transformation on X (orY) before the remainder 
of the scaling or conversion takes place. Since the XMODV, YMODV functions in the 
system compute the log of X or Y, the system nonlinear mode is synonymous with log 
mode. 

For a problem requiring special nonlinear transformation, the programmer can sub
stitute subprograms of his own named XMODV and YMODV, with one argument and one 
result. Since the system XMODV and YMODV are physically contained in one sub
program, both must be replaced if a substitution is made for either. Obviously, such 
substitute functions must meet the nonlinear scaling and conversion requirements of 
the entire program (or chain link), since they will replace the system functions. 
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System subprograms that use XMODV and YMODV (either directly or indirectly) are: 
GRIDIV, lXV, IYV, LINRV, NONLNV, NXV, NYV, XSCALV, YSCALV, APLOTV, 
POINTY. 

WARNING: GRID IV WAS DESIGNED ONLY FOR THE LINEAR, LOG, AND 
SEMI-LOG OPTIONS. SUBSTITUTION OF A SPECIAL TRANS
FORMATION FUNCTION MAY CAUSE UNEXPECTED DIFFICUL
TIES IF USED BY GRIDIV. 

OFF-SCALE ERROR DETECTION 

Whenever there is a possibility that off-scale data points might be encountered, error 
tests should be made by the programmer. For example, APLOTV sets an error 
indicator which should be tested. A zero result from NXV or NYV nearly always 
indicates an error; a test should be made for this condition. 

There are additional situations which demand special error detection procedures. For 
one thing, if no left and! or bottom margin space is reserved, the conversion of XL and! 
or YB can produce a legitimate zero result from NXV, NYV. More important, the 
programmer may be using NXV or NYV indirectly, via other modules, and thus be un
able to test the results. For these reasons, additional subprograms are provided for 
detailed analysis of conversion errors resulting from off-scale points. 

Keep in mind that the special procedures which follow are designed for unusual situations, 
in which normal error testing does not suffice. 

SET CONVERSION ERROR INDICATORS: SCERRV 

Two internal cells are used by NXV and NYV to store indications of successful or un
successful data conversion. The subroutine SCERRV allows the programmer to assign 
two cells which NXV, NYV will use in place of the internal error cells. In this way, 
the programmer can name error indicator locations that are accessible to his program. 
The call statement is: 

CALL SCERRV (KX, K~ 

When NXV converts a quantity successfully, it will place a "0" in KX; when unsuccessful, 
it will store a "1" in KX. NYV will use the cell KY in the same way. The cells named 
will be used in each subsequent execution of NXV, NYV (including execution via other 
subprograms) until new cells are named by another call to SCERRV (or the internal 
cells are reset at the beginning of a new link of a chain job). If poSSible, tests of these 
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error cells should be made as sOOn after execution of NXV, NYV as possible, to avoid 
any possibility that they might be altered by subsequent executions of NXV, NYV. 

The following practical examples show how SCERRV can provide error indicator cells 
in connection with POINTV. Since POINTY uses NXV and NYV only once, the named 
error cells will still contain indications of off-scale errors when control is returned 
from POINTV to the calling program. (The examples assume that the scale factors 
have already been established. ) 

Example 1 

CALL SCERRV (KX, K~ 

DO 300 I = 1, N 

CALL POINTV (X, Y, NS) 

IF (KX*K~ 700, 300, 700 

300 CONTINUE 

700 CALL DUMP 
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Example 2 

CALL SCERRV (KX, KY) 

Ml = 0 

M2=0 

DO 300 1= 1, N 

CALL POINTY (X, Y, NS) 

Ml = Ml +KX 

300 M2 = M2 +KY 

In Example 2, Ml and M2 will contain the total number of points that are off-scale. 
The contents of these locations may be printed out at the end of the job or after all 
pOints have been plotted on each frame. 

SAVING AND RESETTING ERROR INDICATOR CELLS: SERSAV, SERREV 

As has been pointed out, the locations assigned by SCERRV will be used as error 
indicator cells until new ones are named (or a new link of a chain job is loaded). As 
a result, subsequent executions of NXV, NYV, whether on the same level or on a lower 
or higher one, will alter the contents of the error cells (setting them to l.. for an un
successful conversion, to Q for a successful conversion). The only two levels involved 
are NXV and NYV themselves, and POINTY. 

Two problems can occur. The obvious one is that indications of error may be masked 
by a subsequent execution of NXV, NYV. This can usually be avoided if the programmer 
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completes error tests before there is any possibility that the contents of the error cells 
might be changed. 

The less obvious problem is that the error cells named in one level of a program will 
not be accessible for error testing in other levels unless special action is taken. One 
way to solve this problem is to carry the error cell names in the call statements of the 
subprograms, not always a desirable solution. 

The modules SERSAV and SERREV, used in conjunction with SCERRV, offer a con
venient means for avoiding these problems in multi-level jobs. The call statements 
are: 

CALL SERSAV (LOCX, LOCy) 

This subprogram saves, in LOCX and LOCY, the locations of the cells that 
are currently being used for off-scale indicators. 

CALLSERREV(LOCX, LOCy) 

This subroutine resets the off-scale error cell locations that were saved by 
SERSAV. 

The arguments, LOCX and LOCY, must be variable names (either fixed or floating 
point) which are not used for any other purpose between the execution of SERSAV and 
of SERREV. 
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Section VII 

PLOTTING AND LINE GENERATION 

PLOTTING DATA 

The 64 CHARACTRON characters are shown in Figure 7-1 along with the selection 
code for each. Note that, for FORTRAN characters, the selection codes are the same 
as the BCD codes recognized by IBM equipment. 

Reduced to fundamentals, printing or plotting of one CHARACTRON character in
volves the selection and display of that character at a specified position on the raster. 
(A basic subprogram, PLOTV, can be used to select and display one character at a 
time.) The higher-level subprograms, however, contain features that make each one 
suitable for a specialized purpose: plotting, printing, or labeling. These specialized 
features of the higher-level routines make them appear to be distinctly different from 
each other. 

POINT PLOTTING SUBPROGRAMS 

Since point plotting usually involves the scaled representation of a physical phenome
non, most point plotting subprograms accept physical data coordinates for position 
information. During execution of these subprograms, the data coordinates are con
verted into raster coordinates. Scale factors must have been established for the 
plotting routines to use in making these conversions; this requirement can be satis
fied by a prior entry to GRIDI V. 

Scale factors are not normally saved from link to link in a chain job. Consequently, 
plotting should be done within the link in which scale factors are computed. 

PLOT TING AN ARRAY: AP LOTV 

APLOTV was designed for situations in which a large number of X values are stored 
in one array and the corresponding Y values are stored in another array. It is 
possible to plot the entire set of data with one entry to APLOTV. If desired, only a 
portion of the data can be plotted. 
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S-C 4020 STANDARO SCIENTIFIC CHARACTERS 

~RIC ALPHABETIC OTI-ER FORTRAN 
CHAR [EC I MAL OCTAL C.HAR . DECIMAL OCTAL CHAR DECIMAL OCTAL .. 

0 0 0 M 36 44 ) 28 34 
1 1 1 N 'II 45 • 43 53 
2 2 2 0 38 46 BLANK 48 60 
3 3 3 P 39 47 f\.O'J-FORTRAN 
4 4 4 Q 40 50 CHAR IEC I MAL OCTAL 
5 5 5 R 41 51 a 10 12 
6 6 6 S 50 62 II 12 14 
7 7 7 T 51 63 . 13 15 
8 8 10 U 52 64 & 14 16 
9 9 11 V 53 65 ex 15 17 

ALPHABETIC W 54 66 ? 31 37 
CHAR [ECIMAL OCTAL X 55 67 13 29 35 

A 17 21 Y 56 70 + 30 36 
8 18 22 Z 57 71 1'1' 26 32 
C 19 23 OTHER FORTRAN • 42 52 
0 20 24 CHAR DECIMAL OCTAL ~ 45 55 
E 21 25 = 11 13 - 46 56 
F 22 26 + 16 20 d 47 57 
G 23 27 32 40 0 58 72 
H 24 30 * 44 54 J 61 75 
I 25 31 / 49 61 ~ 62 76 
J 33 41 27 33 o 63 77 
K 34 42 , 59 73 .,a, - NOT AVAILABLE 
L 35 43 ( 60 74 IN TYPEWRITER I'1XE 

SUGGESTED PLOTTING CHARACTERS AND COMBINATIONS 
• 42 52 + 16 20 C 19 23 0 0 0 ~ 38,55 46,67 
a 38 46 x 55 67 H 24 30 o 38.49 46.61 ~ 63,55 77,67 
0 63 77 * 44 54 U 52 64 III 63,49 77.61 

Figure 7-1 



It is also possible to use different CHARAC TRON characters as symbols to identify 
curves. The programmer furnishes a table (of one or more CHARACTRON charac
ters) that will be selected cyclically. 

AP LOTV also keeps a tally of the number of off-scale points encountered. 

The calling statement is: 

CALL APLOTV ( N, XARRAY, YARRAY, JX, JY, ±NC, MARKPT, IERR) 

N N is the number of points in the arrays from which the data 

points are to be taken (as if all the data in the arrays are to 

be plotted in succession). N is normally the dimension of the 

arrays. The value of N may be computed by letting K in the 

following formulas equal the number of points to be plotted: 

N = K*JX or N = K*JY, whichever is larger. 

XARRAY Normally, the names of the arrays of floating point data to be 
YARRAY plotted. Since these arguments must name the locations of 

the data coordinates of the first point to be plotted, subscripts 
may be necessary. Both arrays must be in the same order 
of storage. 

JX, JY Fixed point positive integers giving the increments to be 
added to the subscripts of XARRAY and YARRAY as each 
point is plotted. 

NC The number of characters in the array MRKPT to be used as 
plotting symbols (usually the size of the array MRKPT). 
Positive NC indicates that MRKPT is a normal FORTRAN 
array_ Negative NC shows that MRKPT is stored in increasing 
locations in core. 
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MRKPT 

!ERR 

The array that contains the selection codes of the plotting 
character(s) to be used. These will be used cyclically, with 
the first one being used again after the Neth one has been used. 

To set up this information when only one character is to be 
used, the argument can be one of the following: 

a. An integer selection code, as "42" for the plotting dot, "38" 
for the alphabetic letter 0, etc. (see Figure 7-1) 

b. A Hollerith argument for one FORTRAN character, as 
"IHO. II 

c. The name of a location containing an integer, as "MRKPT." 

If more than one character is desired, the seventh argument 
may be one of the following: 

a. An array of integers read in by the I format, or generated 
by a series of arithmetic statements: MRKPT(I) = 38; 
MRKPT(2) = 55, etc. Such an array must have a fixed 
point variable name. 

b. An array read in by the A format, one character to a 
location. Such an array is not restricted to integer-type 
names; it could be called PTMRK, for example, if the 
contents are not used in a computation. 

The name of an error location supplied by the programmer. 
Any point that falls outside the grid drawn by GRID 1 V will not 
be plotted. Instead, a count of such points will be stored in 
IERR. 

AP LOTV plots only one character per point. If a center dot is desired, AP LOTV 
may be repeated, using the plotting dot as the symbol. The use of AP LOTV is 
illustrated by the Figures 7-2 and 7-3. 

In Figure 7-2, it is assumed that the data are stored in two arrays: X(l), X(2) , ... , 
X(25) , and Y(I), Y(2), ... , Y(25). A prior entry was made to GRIDIV, using the 
statement: 

CALLGRIDIV (1,0.0, 14.0,0.0, 180.0,0.2,5.0,5,4, 10,8,3,3) 

Note that the X and Y limits cover the range of the data to be plotted. Also, since 
GRIDI V was entered first, the necessary scale factors have been established for 
AP LOTV. The calling statement of AP LOTV for this example is the following: 
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1- DATA 1& llTOIIED XI •• Z ••••• 25 AND ".Y2 •••• Y2S 

~- I 
1- I 

- 1 I 
I 1 
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Ito jo 
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ID 
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i I 

I ! I 

-t I 
t 
I 

I 
I I 

I I 1 
1 I I 

• I I 
• I. 4. t. I. ID. II. 14. 

L CALL "IDlY CS, 0.0,14.0,0.0,1'0.0.0.2. S.D. S, ... la, I, 3, 3) 
CALL 'PLOT' (25. X, Y, I, •• I, , •• Ir •• ) 01 CALL 'PLon (25. X, ',1, I, 1, IHO. tERR 

Figure 7-2 
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XA ARRAY II llOIIED XI .X2 •••• XID YA ARUY II 110KD AI.n •••• AID 81.82 •••• 110 CI.CI •••• CID 
PlIIRK CONTAIN. O.X.AND • LOADED UNDER CONTROL OF FORMAT "All 
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DO 1240 1=1,10 
1240 CALL AftLOTY ( 3D. IA(1). VAn) f 0,10 , S, PTMfU" IERR) 

Fi: Ire 7- ~ 
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CALL APLOTV (25, X, Y, 1, 1, 1, 38, lERR) 
or CALL APLOTV (25, X, Y I 1, 1, 1, 1HO, lERR) 

N =25 

X,Y 

JX = 1 
JY = 1 

NC = 1 

MARKPT 

The array size, 25 in this case, is equivalent to the number of 
points to be plotted. This can only be true when all points in 
each array are to be plotted. 

Names of the X and Y arrays (properly dimensioned). 

Since every X versus Y is to be plotted, the fourth and fifth 
arguments are set to 1. 

Only one plotting symbol is to be used; hence the sixth argu
ment is set to 1. 

In the two calling sequences shown, one specifies the plotting 
symbol by an integer; the other uses a Hollerith argument. 

Figure 7-3 shows one way that APLOTV might be used to plot a family of curves. 
The example assumes that the XA and YA arrays are properly dimensioned. The 
data is stored XA(l), XA(2) , .•. , XA(10); corresponding Y's for the three curves 
are stored in the array YA in the order A(l), A(2), ••• , A(10), B(l), B(2), ..• , 
B(10), C(l), C(2), ... , C(10). PTMRK is the name of a three-word array which 
was loaded as the BCD equivalents (read in by the A format) of the characters 0, X, 
and *. 
In the example, A(I), B(l), and C(l) were plotted versus X(I) each time APLOTV was 
entered. A DO loop was used to proceed to the next value of X, so that a total of 10 
entries were made to APLOTV. The coding was: 

DO 1240 I = 1, 10 

1240 CALL APLOTV (30, XA(l), YA(I) , 0, 10, 3, PTMRK, IERR) 

Note that the plotting symbols are used cyclically, returning to the first one when 
the array PTMRK is exhausted. If desired, a center plotting dot can be superimposed 
upon the plotting symbol by repeating the entries to AP LOTV with the plotting dot 
used for PTMRK. 

PLOTTING INDIVIDUAL DATA POINTS: POINTV 

For each entry to POINTV, one symbol is plotted (with or without a center dot). The 
coordinates may be specified as floating point data, which POINTV will convert into 
raster coordinates. Scale factors must have been established; this can be ac
complished by a prior entry to GRID1V. 
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POINTY relieves the pro.grammer o.f the burden o.f setting up a symbo.l table. The 
mo.st suitable plo.tting symbo.ls derived fro.m CHARACTRON characters are arranged 
in a table, with the best cho.ices near the beginning o.f the gro.up. The symbo.ls are 
selected by using integers fro.m 1 to 48 as sho.wn belo.w. The calling statement is: 

CALL POINTY (X, Y, ±NS) 

X,Y 

±NS 

Co.o.rdinates o.f the po.int to be plo.tted, stated as flo.ating po.int 
data values. 

Integer which selects a plo.tting symbo.l. If NS is minus, there 
will be no. center do.t plo.tted. If NS is positive, a center do.t 
will appear. 

Po.ints o.utside the scaled area will no.t be plo.tted. Until the pro.grammer learns ho.w 
to. detect o.ff-scale po.ints (by a metho.d explained in the advanced material), he sho.uld 
be sure that the data co.o.rdinates will fall within the limits o.f the scaled area. 

An alternate versio.n o.f this subpro.gram allo.ws the pro.grammer to specify po.sitio.n 
info.rmatio.nin raster co.o.rdinates. This is particularly useful when the pro.grammer 
wants to. co.nstruct a legend in the margin, sho.wing the symbo.ls used and their mean
ing. The alternate call statement is: 

CALL POINTY (IX, IY, :eNS, ANY) 

IX,IY 

±NS 

ANY 

Raster co.o.rdinates o.fthe po.int to. be plo.tted; fixed po.int. 

Integer to. select a plo.tting symbo.l, as stated abo.ve. 

The inclusio.n o.f a fo.urth argument signals the subro.utine that 
the po.sitio.n info.rmatio.n is specified as raster co.o.rdinates. 
The fo.rm o.f this argument is immaterial; it may be any fixed 
po.int o.r flo.ating po.int variable o.r co.nstant. 

The available symbo.ls are sho.wn in Figure 7-4. An illustratio.n o.f the use o.f POINT V 
appears in Figure 7-5. 
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NS SYMBOL NS SYMBOL NS SYMBOL NS SYMBOL 

0 • 13 f 26 G 39 E 

1 0 14 Z 'Z7 S 40 F 

2 X 15 181 28 W 41 M 

3 0 16 DO 29 Q 42 P 

4 y 17 ffi 30 ( 43 R 

5 + 18 Ell 31 44 '6 

6 * 19 (2) 32 ) 45 2 

7 L 20 IZI 33 N 46 3 

8 U 21 f 34 T 47 7 

9 0 22 8 35 = 48 8 

10 H 23 (2) 33 0 

11 C 24 )( ':J7 A 

12 V 25 I 33 B 

Figure 7-4 

BASIC PLOT-PRINT SUBPROGRAM: PLOTV 

Anyone of the 64 CHARACTRON characters can be displayed at a specified raster 
position by using PLOTV, the basic subprogram used as a lower-level module of 
other routines. However, the programmer may find it useful when other plotting or 
printing subprograms are not suitable. The call statement is: 

CALL PLOTV (IX, IY, NS) 

IX,IY Fixed point raster coordinates at which the character will be 
displayed. 

NS An integer which selects the character. The se lection code 
(decimal equivalent) of the desired character should be used. 
(See Figure 7-1). 
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LINE GENERATION: LINEV, LINE2V 

LINEV connects two points by a straight line composed of vectors, joined end-to-end. 
The arguments for LINEV, which specify the points to be connected, must be given 
in raster counts. As described above, the programmer may connect two data pOints 
by a line if he first uses the functions NXV and NYV to convert the data coordinat€.s 
into raster coordinates. (If there is a possibility that the data points being converted 
may be off-scale, the conversion results should be tested for errors before LlNEV 
is executed.) The calling statement is: 

CALL LINEV (IXI, IYI, IX2, IY2) 

IXI, IYI Raster coordinates of one end pOint. 

IX2, IY2 Raster coordinates of the other end pOint. 

Figure 7 -6 contains an illustration of the use of LINE V • 

LINE2V is used to draw a line from a fixed point in some direction specified by DX 
and DY. The calling sequence is: 

CALL LINE2V (IXI, IYI, ±IDX, ±IDY) 

lXI, IYI Raster coordinates of starting point. 

±IDX, ±IDY Number of raster points that the line is to be extended in the 
X and Y directions. 

In either LINEV or LINE2V, a floating point data value may be utilized,if scaling 
has been established,by utilizing the function subprograms NXV, NYV as follows: 

CALL LINEV (NXV(XI), NYV(YI), NXV(X2), NYV(Y2» 

Figure 7-7 is an example of the use of LINE2V. Each line in the figure is produced 
by incrementing IXI (IYI) by ±IDX (±IDY). 
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CALL XSCALV (-511. 0, 512.0, 0, 0) 
CALL YSCALV (-511.0, 512.0, 0, 0) 
ZO = 0.0 
ZI = 4.0 
Z2 = 4.0 
CALL POINTV (ZO, ZO, -16) 
DO 5 1= 1, 63 
INC = I 
JNC= -INC 
CALL LINE2V (NXV (Zl),. NYV (ZO), 0, INC) 
CALL LINE2V (NXV (Z2), NYV (ZO), 0, JNC) 
CALL LINE2V (NXV (ZO), NYV (Zl), JNC, 0) 
CALL LINE2V (NXV (ZO), NYV (Z2), INC, 0) 
Zl = Zl + 3. 0 

5 Z2=Z2-3.0 

Figure 7-7 
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DASHED LINE SUBPROGRAMS:· DOTLNV, INCRV 

Calling Sequence: 

CALL DOTLNV (lXI, IYl, lX2, IY2) 

where: lXI, IY1 
lX2, IY2 

= start coordinates (integer values) 
= stop coordinates (integer values) 

The routine INCRV is used to supply the line and space size. This is set normally at 
8 for the line and 4 for the space. These values may be altered, however, by calling 
INCRV prior to DOTLNV.' 

Calling Sequence: 

CALL INCRV (IL, IS) 

where: IL 
IS 

= desired length of line in raster units (integer value) 
= desired size of space in raster units (integer value) 

If IL and IS are such that the stop coordinates (lX2, IY2) terminate in the space portion 
of a dash segment, the last line portion extends to the stop coordinates. nlegal values 
of IL or IS are ignored by INCRV. DOTLNV will then use the last used values of IL and 
IS. 
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Section VllI 

TITLING AND LABELING 

TITLING AND LABELING SUBPROGRAMS 

The printing and labeling subprograms enable the programmer to affix titles and other 
identifying information to a picture. Three subprograms of this type will be intro
duced: PRINTV, APRNTV, and LAB LV. Other means for printing and labeling will 
be given in the section on printing. 

For many applications, the positions of titles and labels must be independent of the 
scale. Therefore, printing and labeling subprograms accept position information in 
raster coordinates. This contrasts with the plotting routines, which includes 
facilities for the conversion of data into raster counts. Titles or labels may be 
positioned relative to data. The conversion functions discussed later can be employed 
to find raster coordinates from floating point location data. 

TYPEWRITER PRINTING: PRINTV 

The S-C 4020 has a built-in Typewriter Simulator, which prints a series of 
CHARACTRON characters very rapidly. The typewriter mode allows eight raster 
counts for the width of a character space. If "typewriting" exceeds 128 characters 
in any row and carries over to the next row, the next printing will start at the left 
edge of the frame, 16 raster counts below the preceding row. Writing takes place 
only in horizontal rows, and the characters are always upright. If the vertical advance 
causes the raster count to exceed 1023, printing will continue at the top of the frame, 
but no frame advance will occur. 

In the Typewriter Mode, the machine recognizes octal codes 56 and 12 as special 
instructions. If these codes are accidentally used, imperfect pictures will result. 

The PRINTV calling statement provides for printing characters read in by the A format, 
or characters specified in the call statement itself in the nH------ form. 
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CALL PRINTV (N, BCDTXT, IX, IY) 

or CALL PRINTV (-N, nH------, IX, IY) 

N The number of CHARACTRON characters to be printed. A 
negative sign on N signals that the second item is a Hollerith 
argument~ 

The typewriter mode is used by PRINTV until N characters 
have been printed. 

I 

BCDTXT An array containing the BCD (A- or O-type format) text to be 
printed. 

nH------ A Hollerith argument containing the text to be printed. 

IX, IY The raster coordinates for the center of the first character. 
IX and IY may be any number from 0 to 1023. 

VERTICAL TITLES: APRNTV 

This subprogram can be used to display vertical titles composed of CHARACTRON 
characters. Each individual character will be upright. The call statement provides 
for printing characters in BCD form (read in by the A format) or characters stored 
as a Hollerith argument. Since APRNTV does not use the Typewriter Mode, the 
spacing of the characters is controlled by arguments speCified by the programmer. 
See Figure 8-1. 

The call statement for APRNTV is: 

CALL APRNTV (INCRX, INCRY, N, BCDTXT, IX, IY) 

or CALL APRNTV (INCRX, INCRY, -N, nH------, IX, IY) 

INCRX 
INCRY 

Increments used to space the characters in the X or Y direction, 
given in raster counts. For vertical titles, INCRX will be zero 
and INCRY should have a negative value. (It is suggested that 
INCRY fall in the range between -12 and -18 for vertical titles 
in most applications.) Figure 8-2 shows a vertical title, with 
INCRY equal to -14. Using a slightly higher value for the Y 
increment would have spaced the letters farther apart. 

The remaining arguments are as specified under PRINTV. 
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APRNTV was introduced earlier and used to write vertical titles. The example in 
Figure 8-1 shows another application of APRNTV. This frame shows that APRNTV 
may be used to write along certain slopes. 

E 
L 

H 
T N· . 

WID TH 

CALL APRNTV ( 10, 10, -6. 6HlENGTH .49,304 I 

Figure 8-1 

~I 
: I 
T I 

wrDTH I 
------~ 

CALL APRINTY ( 9, -3, -6. 6HLENGTH • 906.399 I 
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DISPLAY OF NON-FORTRAN CHARACTERS 

The characters in the last column of the table of CHARACTRON characters (Figure 7-1) 
require special consideration. IBM equipment does not provide for key-punching 
these characters, so they cannot appear in a Hollerith argument nor on an A-type 
format card. However, the octal equivalents of the selection codes can be read into 
storage by the O-type format, and APRNTV or PRINTV can be employed to display 
them. 

A single non-FORTRAN character can easily be displayed by the basic plot-print sub
program, PLOTV, or by APLOTV, using a decimal integer as the selection code. If 
a character is being inserted into information otherwise printed by PRINTV, the fact 
that PRINTV allots 8 raster counts to each character must be taken into consideration. 

FIXED POINT LABELS: LABLV 

LABLV was developed for GRID1V to employ in labeling grid lines, but will prove 
helpful when the value of computed quantities must be printed. The routine performs 
two chief tasks: it converts a floating point quantity into a number in BCD format, 
with the decimal point in the proper position, and it displays the BCD number at the 
raster coordinates specified. 

Before the BCD label is displayed, it is right adjusted in accordance with the speci
fied decimal scale. (The number of positions to the left of the decimal point is called 
the "decimal scale. ") During the right adjustment, BCD blanks are moved into the 
high order positions that are vacated. A specified number of characters counting 
leading blanks and decimal point will then be displayed. 

The result of this procedure is demonstrated by the column of numbers: 150.5, 85.7, 
0.3 in Figure 8-2. Notice that the three quantities have been truncated to the same 
number of decimal places, and that the decimal points have been aligned. 

The calling statement of LABLV is: 
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CALL LABLV (D, IX, IY, NCHAR, NT, NDMAX) 

D 

IX,IY 

The floating point quantity to be printed. 

The raster coordinates which will pOSition the first character 
of the label. Note that this first character may be a leading 
blank. If the quantity to be displayed is negative, the minus 
sign will be displayed one character space to the left of IX, IY. 



NCHAR 

NT 

NDMAX 

Number of characters to be displayed, including leading blanks 
and the decimal point, if any. NCHAR is limited to 6 (or 7 if 
one of the characters is the decimal point). 

The number of times each character is to be displayed (number 
of over-strikes). Normally this should be 1, but 2 or more may 
be chosen if a darker label is desired. 

Maximum decimal scale; i. e., maximum number of characters 
to be displayed to the left of the decimal point. 

An integer quantity may be displayed by first changing it to floating point form and 
then using lABLV. 

An alternate form of LAB LV may be used to display labels in scientific notation. The 
call statement shown is used with the following changes: 

-NCHAR Number of significant figures to be displayed. NCHAR may be 
less than or equal to 6. The negative sign will result in the use 
of scientific notation. 

NDMAX May be any fixed point quantity. Since the right adjustment of 
these labels will not be necessary, the value of NDMAX will be 
ignored. 

NCHAR will affect the format in the following ways: 

NCHAR FORMAT 

1 Y.xlO±YY 

2 Y. YxlO±YY 

3 Y. YYxlO±YY 

4 Y. YYYxlO±YY 

5 Y. YYYYxlO±YY 

6 Y. YYYYYxlO±YY 

Since the space required for these labels will be greater than that required for the 
fixed point format, the programmer should allow NCHAR + 7 CHARAC TRON character 
spaces in width and 1-1/2 spaces in height as a minimum; it may be necessary to allow 
even more to avoid overlapping other images. 
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CALL FRAME' 
CALL PRINTV 
CALL APRNTV 
CALL PRINTV 
A S&uM[ VA LUE 

CALL LAlL' I 
ASSUME DCI). 
If = 775 

EXAMPLES OIF FRAME'. PIIINT'. APIINTV. A_ LAILV 

HOIIIZONTAL TI TLEI USING PRINTV 

MACH NO.: t.3 
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1-31. 3tHHORIZONTAL TITLES USING PRINTV • 2OD •• 25 I 
10.-14.-27. 27HVERTICAL TITLE USING APRHTV • D. IIDD I 
I-II. IIMMACH NO.: • 2DD. ISD I 
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D121. AND onl CONTAIN 15D.5. IS." A\ID D.3. REsPECTIVELY IFLOATING POINTI 

DO .1D J=t,! 
CALL LAlLY C OCJ). 200, IY, ,. I. J) 

410 I' = I'''''. 

Figure 8-2 



The following illustrates a scientific and a fixed point label. 

CALL LABL,'" ( 519.'. 125.1023.5 0 1,3) RESULTS IN 519.5 

CAL.L LA-eL.Y (579.5.125.999. -<t. 1. 3) RESULTS IN S.?95Xl0+0Z 

NUMBER CONVERSION: NXV, NYV 

For many applications, the placement of printing and labeling is independent of the 
values of the data being plotted. For this reason, the printing and labeling subprograms 
have been designed to accept position information specified directly in raster coordi
nates. In addition, many other S-C 4020 subprograms, particularly the most basic 
ones, are designed to accept position information specified in raster coordinates. 
For subprograms of this type, it is possible to position a display relative to data values 
by making use of the two conversion functions, NXV and NYV, described in the section 
on scaling. 
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Section IX 

PRINTING 

S-C 4020 PRINTING 

Printing can be accomplished by the S-C 4020 in any of three ways:(I) simulated type
writing, (2) plotting single characters, (3) forming characters from vectors. The 
obvious application of placing titles and labels on graphs has already been introduced 
using the routines PRINTV, APRNTV, and LABLV. PRINTV is the basic routine for 
using the typewriter simulator. This is the fastest means of getting information out 
of the computer. In this, mode information is sto-red as a string of characters, six 
to the word, and can be output at a maximum rate of 17, 000 characters/second or 
approximately 7,000 lines/minute. Of course, this rate is never accomplished due 
to the necessity for frame advances every sixty-four lines. In APRNTV, the informa
tion is output one character per word transferred to the S-C 4020. This is conSiderably 
slower than the Simulated typewriter mode but allows printing other than in straight 
horizontal lines. 

This section of the manual presents the details of operation of the S-C 4020 typewriter 
simulator, introduces some additional control routines for use in printing applications, 
and routines forming characters from vectors. The vector method of forming char
acters is very flexible and provides for a variety of type fonts in selected sizes and 
aspect ratios as well as in four rotations. This is the only means at the programmer's 
disposal for producing rotated characters. 

In addition to the basic routines, the routines SCOUTV and VCPS (the latter a separate 
package from the SCORS-UAIDE 006 system), will be described to aid the programmer 
in page formatting. The routine SCOUTV is used to output normal FORTRAN printed 
output on the S-C 4020. This routine utilizes the output routines implemented for the 
IBM 7090/7094 FORTRAN systems. The VCPS routine provides the capability of pre
paring printed pages with justified margins and proportional letter spacing. It also 
provides for mixing fonts at will to achieve special effects. These routines are 
described in sections X and XI. 

SCOUTV is a separate routine distributed with the SCORS system. VCPS is a routine 
distributed upon request. 
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TYPEWRITER MODE 

The typewriter mode, a "built-in" feature of the S-C 4020, has the following charac
teristics: 

9-2 

1. CHARACTRON characters are displayed. 

2. Once positioned and started in the typewriter mode, the S-C 4020 
prints character after character, automatically spacing 8 raster 
counts to the right as each character is printed. 

3. The commands for the typewriter mode (except for those that 
start and stop typing) are simply the 6-character BCD words 
to be typed, transmitted without alteration. This mode, there
fore, is very economical of computer time and the length of the 
tape used for words in the typewriter mode is held to a minimum. 
Since the S-C 4020 can display 6 characters per command, this 
mode is also economical of S-C 4020 time. 

4. When a line of typing reaches the right edge of the frame, (128 
characters) an automatic carriage return takes place. Typing 
halts at this point and resumes at the left edge of the frame, 
16 raster counts below the preceding line. 

5. If typing reaches the bottom of the frame, a return to the top 
of the frame occurs automatically. No automatic film advance 
takes place, so it is possible for typing to overlay previously 
dis played information. 

6. Three of the 64 CHARACTRON characters serve special purposes 
when they are encountered in the words of the text being typed. 

42 (Decimal) 
52 (Octal) 

10 (Decimal) 
12 (Octal) 

A carriage return,described in 
item 4, will occur when this 
character is encountered. 

"Stop type." Typing mode 
is stopped, any characters 
remaining in the word will 
be ignored. The next word 
on tape will be interpreted 
by the S-C 4020 in the 
graphic mode. 



46 (Decimal) 
56 (Octal) 

"Reset" is executed. This means 
that typing is stopped, the film is 
advanced, and the bright intensity 
mode is turned on. Any characters 
remaining in the word will be ignored. 
The next word on tape will be inter
preted in the graphic mode. 

Because 42, 10, and 46 are used for these special purposes, the characters 
• (plotting dot), a , and ~ are unavailable in the typewriter mode. 

7. Typing may be started at either a specified point or at the "current point" . 
The "current point" is defined as the point specified by the last operation 
performed; i. e., either the last point plotted or typed, or the origin of 
the last vector or axis drawn. 

SYSTEM SUBPROGRAMS AND THE TYPEWRITER MODE 

The subprograms PRINTV and LABLV, and the SCOUTV system, make use of the 
typewriter mode. Therefore, the output of these subprograms will be influenced by 
the characteristics of this mode. 

Since it was not practical to require the programmer to insert a "stop type" code, 
other methods of stopping typing are used. PRINTV and LABLV insert the "stop type" 
code after the specified N characters. The SCOUTV system inserts the code in 
accordance with the FORMAT statement used. 

It should be apparent that an incompatibility would occur if a "stop type" or "reset" 
code were encountered within the text being typed by PRINTV, LABLV, or SCOUTV. 
Any information following the special code would not be interpreted as typewriter 
output. 

If PRINTV, LABLV, or SCOUTV printing encounters a "carriage return" character or 
the right edge of the frame, a carriage return will be made. This would interfere with 
the normal line advance provided in the SCOUTV system. It can be used to advantage, 
however, with PRINTV. 

Except for the method used to stop typing, PRINTV can be considered a basic typewriter 
mode routine. It is a suitable lower-level module for other CHARACTRON character 
typing routines; in fact, it is used in this way by LABLV. 
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"STOP TYPE" ROUTINES: STOPTV, RESETV 

It is remotely possible that some unusual use of the subroutines or of the S-C 4020 
could cause the typewriter mode to be in effect when the graphic mode is needed. Two 
subroutines are provided which ensure that the typewriter mode is no longer on. 

CALL STOPTV 

Turns off the typewriter mode. This has no effect on the mode if the type
writer mode is already off. However, since this statement writes a word 
on tape, it should be used with discretion. 

GRIDl V uses STOPTV to ensure that the plotting mode is in effect at the 
start of a new grid display. 

CALL RESETV or CALL RESETV (NF) 

Turns off the typewriter mode, advances the film and establishes the bright 
intensity mode. The argument agrees with FRAMEV. 

SETTING THE "CURRENT POINT": PRINTV, BRITE V, FAINTV 

The current point feature of the typewriter mode can be utilized if a special form of 
PRINTV is employed. Typing may be started at the last point plotted or printed, or 
at the origin of the last vector or axis line drawn, by giving one of the following 
statements: 

CALL PRINTV (N, BCDTXT) 

CALL PRINTV (-N, nH-------) 

Except for the use of the current point instead of specified coordinates, this alternate 
form of PRINTV functions in the usual manner. 

If the programmer wants to set a new current point, he may plot or print a blank at a 
specified pOSition. Another method, which includes both setting the current point and 
establishing the "Brite" or "Faint" mode, is by one of the following statements: 

CALL BRITEV (NX, NY) 

CALL FAINTV (NX, NY) 

NX, NY The raster coordinates which will be set as the current point. 

Only a blank will be plotted at NX, NY by either of these statements. 
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USE OF THE FORM SLIDE: FORMV 

In using the S-C 4020 for printing applications, it is desirable to provide the equivalent 
of using preprinted forms. For this purpose, the S-C 4020 is equipped with a FORM 
FLASH unit to expose the film with a preprepared slide which can be precisely posi
tioned. The CHARACTRON tube can be aligned to make the image fit the form to be 
used. This is a manual operation and FORM slides cannot be changed under program 
control. 

The preparation of good FORM slides is rather expensive and therefore should only be 
considered for well established forms to be used hundreds of times. The FORM slide 
can occasionally be used for short runs if a special effect is required which is difficult 
or impossible to achieve by programming the S-C 4020. It must be noted here that a 
FORM slide should not be considered for use as a grid background for plotting since 
slight distortions in the image are not harmful if they affect the data and the grid at the 
same time but would ruin the precision of a graph drawn against a projected grid. 

The FORM is projected by the statement: 

CALL FORMV 

SPECIAL PRINTING AND LABELING AIDS: HOLLV, BNBCDV 

HOLLV and BNBCDV were designed as lower-level modules for the system printing and 
labeling subprograms. However, they can be called directly, and can sometimes be 
useful building blocks for the programmer's character printing and labeling subpro
grams. 

ISOLATING ONE CHARACTER FROM A BCD ARRAY: HOLLV 

HOLLV selects the Nth BCD character from BCD words that are either contained in a 
one-dimensional FORTRAN array or given as a Hollerith argument, and stores the 
numerical equivalent of the selected character in a specified location. PLOTY or 
VCHARV can then be used to display the character. The call statement is one of the 
following: 

CALL HOLL V (N, BCDTXT, NS) 

CALL HOLLV (-N, nH------, NS) 

±N The position of the desired character within the block of BCD 
characters, counting from 1.: If the block of characters is a 
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FORTRAN array, N should be positive. If the BCD characters 
are in a Hollerith argument, the sign of N should be negative. 

BCDTXT A one-dimensional FORTRAN array that contains the BCD 
characters. 

nH----

NS 

A Hollerith argument. 

The name of a location in which the numerical equivalent of the 
selected character will be stored. For example, if the Nth BCD 
character is R, the stored result will be the same as if the 
statement "NS = 41" had been used. 

A practical example of HOLLV usage is illustrated by the way APRNTV uses it. The 
latter subprogram loops through a sequence of BCD characters, using HOLL V to 
select a character and PLOTV to print it. APRNTV then advances the print position 
and returns to the beginning of the loop for the next character. 

OBTAINING BCD EQUIVALENT OF A FLOATING POINT NUMBER: BNBCDV 

BNBCDV is used by LABLV as a lower-level module to obtain the BCD equivalent of 
the floating point number displayed in the label. Since it converts a floating point . 
number so as to yield the six most significant digits and the decimal scale, it can be 
useful also in programs that do not involve the S-C 4020. The call statement is: 

CALL BNBCDV (D, BCDWD, NDS) 

D 

BCDWD 

NDS 

Floating point number to be converted into BCD. 

Location in which the 6-character (rounded) BCD equivalent 
will be stored. 

Location in which the decimal scale (number of digits to the 
left of the decimal point) will be stored .. 

The sign of D is ignored, and must be handled separately by the programmer. 
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Examples. 

D = 12.345678 

The BCD equivalent of 123457 will be placed in BCDWD and the decimal 
scale of 2 will be stored in NDS. 

D = -.01234567 

The BCD equivalent of 123457 will be placed in BCDWD, and the decimal 
scale of -1 in NDS. 



PROGRAM-GENERATED CHARACTERS: RITE2V, VC HARV , CHSIZV, RITSTV 

THE VECTOR CHARACTER WRITING SUBROUTINE: RITE2V 

The RITE2V subprogram provides a means for printing variable-size characters in 
one of four different orientations. It uses, on a lower level, the vector character
generating subprogram, VCHARV. 

The call statement can be either of the following: 

CALL RITE2V (IX, IY, LIMIT, K, INT, NTOTAL, NTH, BCDTXT, NLAST) 

CALL RITE2V (IX, IY, LIMIT, K, INT, NTOTAL, -NTH, nH------, NLAST) 

IX,IY 

LIMIT 

K 

INT 

K = 90 

K = 180 

K = 270 

K = 0 
(or 360) 

The raster coordinates used for positioning the center of the 
first character to be printed. 

A raster position which will determine the right margin. When 
this limiting position is reached, writing is halted and a new 
line is started below the starting position of the previous line. 

A code number which selects the direction of writing and the 
orientation of characters within the written text. 

Characters will be upright, as 

Writing will be horizontal, left to 
right, as 

Characters will be rotated left, as 

Writing will be vertical, bottom to 
top as 

Characters will be upside down, as 

Writing will be horizontal, right to 
left, as 

Characters will be rotated right, as 

Writing will be vertical, top to 
bottom, as 

A 

AND 

< 

v 

ONV 

> 

An integer which controls intensity of the characters by con
trolling the number of times each vector is displayed. If 
"overstriking" for a darker character is not required, INT 
should be 1. 
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NTOTAL 

±NTH 

BCD TXT 

nH-----

NLAST 

An integer which specifies the number of characters to be 
printed. 

A character position count that specifies the location within 
a BCDTXT where writing is to begin. (Usually this is 1, 
but this argument allows printing to begin with some char
acter in the BCD TXT other than the first.) 

The sign indicates the type of storage used for the next 
argument. NTH should be positive if the 8th argument 
is a FORTRAN array. A negative value should be used 
if it is a Hollerith argument. 

The name of an array of BCD information to be written. 

A Hollerith argument. If used, a negative sign must be 
used with NTH to signal the subroutine that the informa
tion is in this form. 

The name of an error location (fixed point). NLAST will 
be set to zero if all the NTOT AL characters have been 
displayed. If writing must be stopped because the end of 
the frame has been reached, NLAST will be sej to the 
character count where writing was stopped. 

The standard character size is approximately 12 raster counts in width by 18 counts 
in height. The standard spacing allowance for adjacent characters is 18 raster counts, 
and for adjacent rows is 26 raster counts. 

The programmer can alter the size of characters and spacing by means of other sub
routines, discussed later in this section. He will not need to use them if the standard 
specifications are satisfactory for his purposes. Figure 9-1 illustrates the use of 
RITE2V to title a graph on any margin. 

V ARIATION IN SIZE OF VECTOR CHARACTERS: CHSIZV 

The width and height of vector characters can be altered by the subroutine CHSIZV 
("Change Size V"). The call statement is: 

CALL CHSIZV (LVW, LVH) 

LVW 

LVH 

An integer, from 1 to 15, that controls the width of characters. 

An integer, from 1 to 9, that controls the height of characters. 

Obviously, LVW and LVH need not be equal, but any great disparity will result in the 
formation of characters that are elongated in one direction. 
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Figure 9-1 
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For the usual applications of RITE2V, the character size can be considered to be 
4*LVW in width, and 6*LVH in height. These dimensions do not include the space 
required to prevent overlapping of adjacent characters. Examples of different pro
portions are shown in Figure 9-2. Notice that minimum size characters are not easily 
read. Adjustment of vector intensity is very critical. 

If CHSIZV is nevercalled, the standard values of LVW = 3 and LVH = 3 will be used, 
resulting in a character size of 12 x 18 raster counts. 

When CHSIZV is used to alter the standard character size, it will probably also be 
necessary to adjust the character spacing. The subroutine RITSTV was designed for 
this purpose. 

CHARACTER SELECTION AND SPACING: RITSTV 

RITSTV can be used to alter spacing used by RITE2V for characters and rows. In 
addition, RITSTV can be used to select an alternate character set to be displayed by 
RITE2V. The call statement is: 
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CALL RITSTV (ISPACE, mow, TABL V)* 

ISPACE 

IROW 

TABL V* 

An integer that specifies the number of raster counts allowed 
for adjacent characters. This should be somewhat larger than 
the width of each character, to allow a gap between them. 

An integer that specifies, in raster counts, the depth of adjacent 
rows. This should be somewhat larger than the height of a char
acter. 

The name of a table of character patterns to be used. The most 
frequently used table, containing the alphanumeric characters, 
is named TABLIV. The available tables are described in the 
section on VECTOR CHARACTER TABLES. 

WHEN RITSTV IS USED, THE TABLE NAME GIVEN AS THE 
THmD ARGUMENT MUST ALSO BE GIVEN ON AN "F" CARD 
IN FORTRAN II or "EXTERNAL" IN FORTRAN IV. 

NOTE 

TABLE names larger than 9V are designated 
TAB V instead of T ABL V. References to 
TAB V in this section of the manual are marked 
with an asterisk as a reminder of this fact. 
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If RITSTV is called, all three arguments must be specifically stated, even though not 
all of them are changed, and the table name must appear on an "F" card or an 
"EXTERNAL" definition. The vector character tables are illustrated in Figures 9-3 
and 9-4. 

If RITSTV is never called, RITE2V will use the standard values of ISPACE and mow 
(18 and 26, respectively), and the standard table (TABLIV). 

The following formulas are a general guide for the assignment of minimum values of 
!SPACE and mow. 

ISPACE ~ 5*LVW + 3 

mow ~ 7*LVH + 5 

RETRIEVAL OF TERMINAL COORDINATES: RITXYV 

At the time RITE2V terminates, the coordinates for the next character are set up. 
RITXYV retrieves these coordinates so that they can be used to determine the correct 
position of a special character to be inserted into a text written by RITE2V. The call 
statement is: 

CALL RITXYV (LX, LY) 

LX, LY Names of the locations in which RITXYV will store the raster 
coordinates (IX, IY) that RITE2V has computed as the location 
of the next character. 

DISPLAY AN INDIVIDUAL VECTOR CHARACTER: VCHARV 

VCHARV is used as a lower-level subroutine by RITE2V to generate each vector char
acter. When a single character is to be displayed, a direct call to VCHARV by the 
programmer will often be more convenient than a call to RITE2V, especially if the 
character to be displayed is a non-Hollerith or a special character. 

The call statement is: 

CALL VCHARV (K, INT, !LX, ILY, NS, TABL_V)* 

K 

9-12 

Code number which selects the orientation of the character: 

K=90 

K=180 

Character will be upright, as 

Character will be rotated left, 
as 

A 



TABL2V 

0 2 S 4 , 
00 ex f3 ~ h E , 
'0 A M u E 0 on 

20 ~ X .J,- W 

TAIUY,TAIIL2Y,TABL'Y --NOTE US[ OF' VCMARV TO DISPLAY TNE CHARACTERS 

6 7 

n 8 
P a 

• 
(. , 

9 

TABU V 

012'45 • .,19 

00 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
,0 Cj = II h ex + ABC 
20 OEFGHI,f1.){3 
SO +?-JKLMNOP 
40 Q R • $ * t d / 

,0 STU V W X Y Z 0 

60 ( J ~ 0 & % ct [ ] ( 
70 ) > < > < 00 

'" 00 

7' u '0 

20 

TABL3Y 

0 , 2 S 4 , 6 7 • g 

A B r II E Z H 8 I K 
A M N - 0 )[ P L T T 
cI> X -I- \1 

L L 

Figure 9-3 
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9-14 

TABLE. CHARACTERS FROM CARD PUNCH. 

IV ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZOI23456789=.-,()+*t/" 
5 V a b [d (! f ~ h i j kim nap q r stu v w x y z ! a Q { 6 U • ? ~ Ii = • -, ( ) & * t / . 
6 V ABCDEF5H I JKLMNUpaR5 T UVW XY ZO 1Z J156 789 =. -, ( ) + *t /" 

7 V abc d e f ~ h ij k J mn 0 P f r s t /J V WX III <8/ I if; " .. ~ C = • -, ( ) + * ? / " 

8V A8:~E[r~I8KJ\MNO][ lPLTT~nXtZ C 
9V aaE&E ~n,8~A~UO~ PO(U~uX~' 

IIV A~~g~FIHXlILIMDPIRSTUVII,zala'~1'7.t=.-,()+11/1 

I 5 Va' ••• f • \ i J' Ilu. , , ' "t " .. I ,01 " U •• ? II I • -, ( ) +1 0 II 

Notes Characters above are produced with 

LVW - 2 
LVH = 3 

Figure 9-4 



K=270 

K = 0 
(or 360) 

Character will be upside down, 
as 

Character will be rotated right, 
as 

v 

INT An integer which controls the intensity of the character by 
controlling the number of times each vector is repeated. 
For normal intensity this should be l, but may be greater 
if a darker character is desired. 

!LX, !L Y Integers which specify the raster coordinates to be used to 
position the character. This position will be used as the 
lower left corner of the character pattern. (Note that this 
is different from the center position specified for RITE2V.) 

NS An integer which selects the character to be generated from a 
table of patterns. Selected by the choice of TABL _V. * 

T ABL V* The name of a table of character patterns to be used. The name 
of the table containing the most frequently used characters is 
TABLlV. 

WHEN VCHARV IS CALLED DIRECTLY, THE TABLE NAME 
GIVEN MUST ALSO APPEAR ON AN "F" CARD OR ON 
"EXTERNAL" DEFINITION. 

RITE2V uses the specified coordinates as the center of the first character to be dis
played, but VCHARV uses the specified coordinates as the lower left corner of the 
character. Thus, it may be necessary to translate the coordinates when direct calls 
to VCHARV are used to insert characters into a line of information displayed by 
RITE2V. Without going into great detail on the structure of vector characters at this 
point, the formulas given below show the relation between the position arguments for 
VCHARV and for RITE2V. In these formulas, LVW and LVH are the arguments used 
in CHSIZV. If CHSIZV has not been used to alter these quantities, LVW = LVH = 3. 

FOR K = 90 

K = 180 

K = 270 

!LX = IX - 2*LVW 

ILY = IY - 3*LVH 

!LX = IX + 3*LVH 

ILY = IY - 2*LVW 

!LX = IX + 2*LVW 

ILY = IY + 3*LVH 
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K = 0 

(or 360) 

ILX = IX - 3*LVH 

ILY = IY + 2*LVW 

VECTOR CHARACTER CONSTRUCTION 

In a preceding section, the tables of vector characters which are available in the system 
were presented. This section explains how vector characters are generated and how the 
programmer can create additional characters to be displayed by VCHARV and RITE2V. 

Vector Character Formation 

Given the proper specifications, VCHARV will generate any design that can be con
structed by joining points on an 8 x 8 lattice with straight lines. A coordinate system 
in width (W) and height (H) is used to refer to positions on the lattice. Patterns are 
specified by giving coordinates of the positions on the lattice that are to be connected 
by vectors. As shown on the diagram, the Wand H coordinates each can have values 
from 0 to 7. 

H • 7 
6 
5 
4 

3 
2 
1 

o X 
(ILX, IL Y) ../' 

LVW 
.---L., 

:}- LVH 

W-+O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

ILX, IL Yare the coordinates used by VC HARV to position the character. L VW, L VH 
represent the distances (expressed in raster counts) from one lattice position to an 
adjacent position. 
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CHARACTER SIZE 

The size of a character (or other design) depends upon the amount of space between 
adjacent positions on the lattice. The number of raster counts between positions may 
be specified by calling the subprogram CHSIZV. The arguments LVW and LVH indicate 
the desired number of raster counts between positions in width and height, respectively. 
If CHSIZV is never called, the values LVW = LVH = 3 raster counts will be used. 

Although it is possible to assign a value as small as.!. to LVW and/or LVH, this is not 
practical for the majority of characters. The upper limit depends upon the particular 
character, and upon the restriction that no vectors in the pattern may exceed the 
resultant of 63 counts in the direction W, and 63 counts in the direction H. For example, 
if a particular pattern requires joining a position on the bottom row of the lattice with 
one on the top row, the maximum permissible value of LVH is 9, since 9 (raster counts) 
multiplied by 7 (lattice intervals) = 63 counts. 

To draw these two vectors: 

The maximum permissible LVW, LVH = 9 counts 

To draw these two vectors: 

The maximum permissible L VW, L VH = 63 counts 
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CHARACTER ORIENTATION AND PLACEMENT: VCHARV 

VCHARV permits a selection of four possible orientations. It rotates a character into 
the selected orientation by the way in which it applies the increments L VW and L VH. 

The following table shows the direction of application of L VW and L VH for the four 
orientations. 

Orientation Selection Directions in Which Increments are 
Applied 

K LVW LVH 

90 (Upright) Positive in X Positive in Y 

180 Positive in Y Negative in X 

270 Negative in X Negative in Y 

o (or 360) Negative in Y Positive in X 

To prevent characters from overlapping the edge of the frame, the orientation and the 
specifications of the position coordinates (ILX, IL Y) must be considered. The follow
ing table shows the restrictions upon ILX, IL Y for each of the four orientations. In 
the table, N is one less than the number of lattice positions in width used by the char
acter, and M is one less than the number, in height. 

K ILX ILY 

90 (Upright) o ::::; ILX::::; 1023 - N*LVW 0::::; ILY::::; 1023 - M*LVH 

180 M*LVH::::; ILX::::; 1023 0::::; ILY::::; 1023 - N*LVW 

270 N*LVW::::; ILX::::; 1023 M*LVH::::; ILY::::; 1023 

o (or 360) o ::::; ILX::::; 1023 - M*LVH N*LVW::::; ILY::::; 1023 

PATTERN SPECIFICATION 

A pattern specifies the points on the lattice to be joined by vectors. The pattern con
sists of a sequence of lattice coordinates arranged in the order WI, W2, HI, H2, W3, 
W4, H3, H4, . . ., etc., where (WI, HI) and (W2, H2) are the coordinates of the 
end pOints of the first vector in the character, (W3, H3), and (W4, H4) are coordinates 
of the end pOints of the second vector, etc. The end of a pattern is signaled by the 
presence of at least 12 consecutive zero bits. 
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Since values of W and H will not be larger than 7, the values can be packed into com
puter words, alloting 3 bits per value. As many words as are needed to include all 
coordinates may be used. The character T appears on the lattice as follows: 

7 
6 
5 • • • • 
4 • • • • 
3 • • • • 
2 • • • • 
I • • • • 
o X • • • 

(n.x, n.. Y) --" 
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

The instructions for this pattern could be read in as the single octal word: 

PATRNI 

o 4 

WI W2 

6 

HI 

6 

H2 

2 2 

W3 W4 

o 

H3 

6 

H4 

o o o o 
(End of pattern) 

The pattern for M requires more than one word. It could be read in as an octal array, 
with a dimension of 2, in order to appear in storage in proper FORTRAN array order. 

7 
6 • • • 
5 
4 
3 
2 • • • 
1 • • • 
0 • • • 

(ILX, n.. y) ---./' 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

The instructions for this pattern, in octal are: 

PATRN2(I) 

o 0 

WI W2 

o 
HI 

602 

H2 W3 W4 

6 

H3 

324 3 

H4 W5 W6 ,H5 

6 

H6 
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PATRN2(2) 

4 4 

W7 W8 

o 

H7 

6 

H8 

0' o 0' o o o o o 

(End of Pattern) 

SINGLE PATTERN FOR VCHARV 

A special form of VCHARV allows a single pattern to be furnished as a FORTRAN 
array. The following call statement may be used: 

CALL VCHARV (K, NT, !LX, ILY, 0, A, 0) 

A A one-dimensional array in which the pattern must be stored. 
The fifth and seventh arguments must be zero. The remainder 
of the arguments are as described earlier for VCHARV. 

TABLE STRUCTURE 

If the programmer has need for a number of special characters not in the system tables, 
he can build a table, in the FAP language, similar to the tables in Figure 9-4. As with 
these tables, he must use an "F" card carrying the table name. 

Since the number of words in each pattern varies, a list of entries is employed in the 
search for a specific character pattern. The location TABL_V + 1 must contain, in 
its address, the location of the list of entries. Each table is compiled as if it were a 
FAP subprogram for FORTRAN use. Storage is FORTRAN-array type, i. e., descend
ing storage for the table and for each individual pattern within it. Note that each 
individual character ends with 12 zeros. For the statement "VFD N/M, N/M, etc, N 
is the number of bits allotted to M, which in turn is the quantity to be used for W (or H). 
(The patterns illustrated are the numeric characters 0 through 5.) 

* 

ENTR9V 
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FAP 

COUNT 

ENTRY 

VFD 

VFD 

VFD 

VFD 

25 

TABL9V 

9/12,9/14,18/0 

9/0,9/3,9/5,9/8 

3/0,3/0,3/4,3/6,3/0,3/4,3/6,3/6,12/0 

3/4,3/4,3/1,3/3,3/4,3/3,3/3,3/4,3/3,3/0,3/4,3/4 



N5 

N4 

N3 

N2 

Nl 

TABL9V 

VFD 

VFD 

VFD 

3/0,3/1,3/1,3/0,3/1,3/3,6/0,3/3,3/4,3/0,3/1 

3/0,3/4,3/2,3/2,24/0 

3/2,3/4,6/0,3/3,3/3,3/0,3/6,3/3,3/0,3/6,3/2 

VFD 3/3,3/1,3/6,3/6,3/1,3/0,3/6,3/5, 12/0 

VFD 3/3,3/4,3/3,3/4,3/4,3/4,3/4,3/5,3/4,3/3,3/5,3/6 

VFD 3/4,3/4,3/1,3/2,3/4,3/3,3/2,3/3,3/3,3/2,3/3,3/3 

VFD 3/0,3/1,3/1,3/0,3/1,3/3,6/0,3/3,3/4,3/0,3/1 

PZE ° 
VFD 3/4,3/4,3/5,3/4,3/4,3/0,3/4,3/0,3/0,3/4,6/0 

VFD 3/0,3/1,3/5,3/6,3/1,3/3,3/6,3/6,3/3,3/4,3/6,3/5 

PZE ° 
VFD 

VFD 

3/1,3/3,6/0,3/2,3/2,3/0,3/6,3/1,3/2,3/5,3/6 

3/3,3/2,3/0,3/0,3/2,3/1,3/0,3/1,12/0 

VFD 3/3,3/4,3/6,3/5,3/4,3/4,3/5,3/1,3/4,3/3,3/1,3/0 

VFD 

PZE 

END 

3/1,3/1,3/1,3/5,3/1,3/2,3/5,3/6,3/2,3/3,3/6,3/6 

ENTR9V 

CHARACTER ORIENTATION AND PLACEMENT: RITE2V 

If only one character is to be displayed, VCHARV is suitable, but for several char
acters, RITE2V can be employed more easily. Since RITE2V uses VCHARV to gener
ate characters, much of the preceding discussion applies. However, unlike VCHARV, 
which uses the lower left corner of the lattice as its position reference point, RITE2V 
uses the center of the 5 x 7 portion of the 8 x 8 lattice. 

The following diagrams show the relation between the character lattice as it is used in 
RITE2V and in VCHARV. The 5 x 7 lattice is shown superimposed upon the maximum 
8 x 8 lattice. The asterisk indicates the reference point (IX, IY) as used by RITE2V, 
while the X indicates the reference point (ILX, lL Y) as used by VCHARV. 
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K = 90 K = 0 or 360 

K = 180 K = 270 

Since the center is used as the character reference point by RITE2V, and since a 
5 x 7 lattice is normally used, the restrictions upon the position coordinates differ 
slightly from those shown in the table for VCHARV. The restrictions are: 

K IX IY 

90 2*LVW :5 IX:5 1023 - 2*LVW 3*LVH:5 IY:5 1023 - 3*LVH 

180 3*LVH:5 IX:5 1023 - 3*LVH 2*LVW:5 IY:5 1023 - 2*LVW 

270 2*LVW:5 IX:5 1023 - 2*LVW 3*LVH:5 IY::; 1023 - 3*LVH 

o (or 360) 3*LVH::; IX::; 1023 - 3*LVH 2*LVW::; IY::; 1023 - 2*LVW 

(One more LVH increment must be considered for the $ sign.) 

The character space size and row size to be used by RITE2V depend upon the character 
size and the space required to prevent overlapping of characters. Since the characters 
in the tables normally used by RITE2V are based on a 5 x 7 lattice, the character size 
is, usually, 4*LVW by 6*LVH. (For the $ sign, it is 4*LVW by 7*LVH.) Also, since 
LVW = LVH = 3, the character size is 12 by 18, unless changed by CHSIZV. The 
standard quantities ISPACE and !ROW used by RITE2V are 18 and 24, respectively, 
allowing sufficient space to prevent overlapping of characters. 
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The description of RITSTV shows how the programmer may redefine !SPACE, mow, 
and also may name a table other than TABLIV which is normally used. The table 
named may be one of the alternate ones provided by the system or one of the pro
grammer's own design. 

SINGLE PATTERN FOR RITE2V 

An alternate form of RITSTV allows the programmer to furnish a single character 
pattern in an array. The call statement is: 

CALL RITSTV (!SPACE, mow, A, 0) 

A A FORTRAN array in which the programmer has stored one 
character pattern. "A" must !lot be named on an "F" card. 

The last argument must be zero, to indicate to the subprogram that A is not a table. 
ISPACE and mow are as defined as before. 

VCHARV can also be employed to generate a single character from a pattern supplied 
as an array. Although VCHARV is more economical of machine time, the programmer 
may find it less awkward to use RITSTV to insert a character into printed information 
being written by RITE2V. 
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Section X 

SPECIAL PRINTING 

LINE PRINTER SIMULATION ON THE S-C 4020: SCOUTV 

Line printing can be simulated on the S-C 4020 by means of the SCOUTV system. 
Whenever the statement 

CALLSCOUTV 

appears in the program, any WRITE OUTPUT TAPE N statement, where N is the 
currently designated S-C 4020 output tape, will be recognized as a command to pro
duce printed output on the S-C 4020. Any other number for N will produce standard 
output for the regular system. The output will be determined by the list of the WRITE 
OUTPUT TAPE statement and the associated FORMAT statement; S-C 4020 output will 
be returned instead of output from the printer. 

One natural application of the SCOUTV mode is the production of printed output on film 
for long-term storage, making it unnecessary to keep large stacks of printed paper. 
The use of SCOUTV as a printer simulator is discussed on the following pages. An
other application is the combination of plotting and printing on one film frame. 

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS 

The following list explains most of the differences and likenesses that prevail between 
ordinary printing and SCOUTV printing, when there have been no programmed alter
ations to change the normal SCOUTV output. 

1. The camera must have been selected by a CALL CAMBA V (N) statement. 

2. A CALL SCOUTV statement is necessary to make printer simulation effective. 
The SCOUTV mode will not carry over from one Chain link to the next; hence 
a new CALL SCOUTV statement is necessary in each link. 

3. The first character of each BCD unit record is recognized as a carriage 
control character, as follows: 
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10-2 

+ 

Blank 

o 

1 

4 

8 

No space before printing. 

Single space before printing. 

Double space before printing. 

Triple space before printing. 

Frame advance (equivalent to sheet eject). 

Four spaces before printing. (This is not an exact equivalent of 
standard printer output.) 

Skip to the bottom line on the frame. 

An incorrect carriage control character is much more critical on the 
S-C 4020 than on a standard printer. The S-C 4020 operator cannot override 
the action of these characters. Non-standard characters, or loops involving 
"1" or "8, " can cause great waste of film. 

4. The position of print line 1 will be on the Y raster coordinate that is 23 counts 
from the top of the frame. 

5. In the basic SCOUTV mode, it is usually desirable to advance the film as you 
would eject a sheet of paper, by a carriage control character "1." The first 
information to be printed on the new frame will then start on print line 1. 
This is also true if the frame is changed as a result of the line count being 
exceeded. 

6. If the frame is changed by a CALL FRAMEV, the first carriage control 
character of the first FORMAT statement will affect the position of the infor
mation to be displayed in one of the following ways: 

A blank will cause printing to start on print line 1. 

A "0" will cause printing to start on print line 2 (46 counts from the top). 

A "-" will cause printing to start on print line 3. Similarly, a "4" or "8" 
will cause printing to start on the fourth line or at the bottom of the page, 
respectively. 

A "1" will cause the frame to eject, leaving a wasted frame. 

Usually "+" will cause printing on line 0, right at the top of the page. This 
feature is not recommended. 



7. Although the S-C 4020 printing will correspond ~ne-for-line and page-for
page with printer output, the proportions of length-to-width will not be the 
same. This is illustrated by the SCOUTV examples on subsequent pages. 

8. The spacing between lines is not governed by the typewriter mode; each new 
line will be started 23 raster counts below the previous line, which is more 
generous than the spacing provided by the typewriter mode. 

9. There are 44 lines permitted per page. An attempt to write beyond the 44th 
line will cause the film to be advanced. Printing will continue on the new 
frame; the first line will be 23 raster counts from the top. The carriage 
control character for that line will have no effect, just as in printed output. 

Figures 10-1 and 10-2 show an exercise in the use of SCOUTV printer simulation, 
demonstrating some of the carriage controls, Hollerith character printing, integer, 
fixed, and floating point output, etc. Part of the exercise is a line count, including a 
count of lines skipped. Note that when a line count of 44 was exceeded, a new frame 
was begun. 

SCOUTV VARIATIONS 

The basic SCOUTV system treats a frame as if it were segmented into 44 print lines, 
starting on the 23rd raster count from the top of the frame and ending on the 1012th 
raster count from the top. Each print line is 23 raster counts deep. Printing begins 
on the first print line, and each line starts on the 24th raster count from the left of 
the frame. 

The following discussion explains how these basic specifications can be altered in a 
number of ways. 

Altering the Starting Line 

Printing may be started on a print line other than the first by using the statement: 

CALL SCOUTV (LINE1) 

LINE 1 An integer which specifies the print line on which the next print
ing in the SCOUTV mode will begin. 

For example, if the statement CALL SCOUTV (5) is used, the next WRITE OUTPUT 
TAPE statement will place printing on the 5th print line (the raster position that is 
5*23 counts from the top of the frame). The carriage control character (even the "1" 
for "eject") will be ignored for that line. 
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For LINE1 to be in force, this statement must be executed in advance of the associated 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE statement. 

If no other alterations are made, LINE1 may have any value from 1 to 44, and the 
maximum number of lines of printing will be (45 - LINE1). 

Since LINE1 will be effective only for one frame, CALL SCOUTV (LINE1) should be 
restated if printing is to start on the named LINE1 on the next frame. 

Altering the Starting Line and Line Spacing Increments 

Further alteration of the basic SCOUTV specifications may be made by using the 
statement: 

CALL SCOUTV (LINE1, INC) 

LINE 1 

INC 

An integer which specifies the print line on which the next 
printing in the SCOUTV mode will begin. The actual position 
of the first line on the frame will depend upon the value of the 
second argument, INC. 

An increment of line spacing. The frame will be considered to 
be segmented into print lines that are INC raster counts deep. 
The maximum number of print lines will be 1012/INC, since 
the basic limit for the bottom line is 1012 raster counts below 
the top of the frame. 

The standard LINE1 and INC for SCOUTV are reset by a CALL SCOUTV (1, 23). 

The carriage control character for the first line of information to be printed following 
this call statement will be ignored. (Note that this also applies to the character for 
"eject. ") Therefore, printing will start on the raster coordinate that is LINE1*INC 
raster counts from the top of the frame. 

INC will remain in effect for subsequent SCOUTV mode printing in the program until 
altered by another CALL SCOUTV (LINE1, INC). 

For LINE1 or INC to be effective, the CALL SCOUTV (LINE1, INC), statement must 
be executed before the associated WRITE OUTPUT TAPE statement. 

Figure 10-3 illustrates the use of SCOUTV with arguments that alter the basic speci
fications. Note the use of INC = 16, which caused the lines to be closer than normal, 
enabling the same 50 lines shown on Figures 10-1 and 10-2 to be printed on one frame. 
Since LINE1 = 4 and INC = 16, the first line displayed is actually 4*16 raster counts 
below the top of the frame. 
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CAW.tAC-t: CONTROL CHARACTER IS 0 THI S IS LINE IS t 3 •• , 0.13+02 

C"' •• IAC.E CONTROL CH",RACT£R IS THIS IS LINE IS 16.45 0.16.02 

C"' •• I .. "I[ CONTROL CHARACTER IS • THIS IS LINE 20 20.45 0.20+02 

CARRIAGE CONTROL CHARACTER IS BLANK THI S IS LINE 21 21.'" 0.21+02 

(.RIIAH CONTROL CHARACTER IS 0 THIS IS LINE 2S 23.4' 0.23.02 

C"'RRIAK CONTROL CHARACTER IS THtS IS LINE 211 26.45 0.26+02 

c ..... I AG«: CONTROL CHARACTER IS • THIS IS LINE SO SO •• , 0.30+02 

CARRtAG!: CONTROL CH'RACTER IS BLANK THIS IS LINE S1 31.<15 0 .. 31+02 

CARRIAGE COHROL CHARACTER IS 0 THIS IS LINE ss 33."5 0 .. 33+02 

CARRIASE CONTROL CHARACTER IS THIS IS LINE SII 31"'''' 0 .. 3&+02 

CARRIASE CONTROL CHARACTER IS • THIS IS LINE .0 40 .... ' 0.40+02 

CARRIASE CONTROL CHARACTER IS BLANK THIS IS LINE U .. 1 .... ' 0 •• 1+02 

CARRIASE CONTROL CHARACTER IS THIS IS LINE .S ., ... , 0 •• '+02 

CARRIA"E CONTROL CHARACTER IS THIS IS LINE ... . ... , 0 ••• +02 

CARRJ""£ CONTROL CHARACTER IS THIS IS LINE '0 50.45 0.50+02 

Figure 10-3 
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PRECISE CONTROL OF RASTER POSITIONS FOR SCOUTV PRINTING: LOCSTV 

In the preceding discussion, SCOUTV was presented as a means for simulating printer 
output on the S-C 4020. For such simulation, vertical positioning is controlled by a 
line count and the increment between lines. Lateral positiQning is dependent upon the 
built-in left margin and the number of character spaces provided by the associated 
FORMA T statement. 

The range of SGOUTV applications has been greatly extended by means of routines 
which permit precise control of raster positions, with the printing still under FORMAT 
control. Two routines, LOCSTV and LOCSAV, which permit setting and retrieval of 
raster positions, add the following capabilities to the SCOUTV system: 

1. Printing can be done below IY = 11. (The basic SCOUTV does not permit 
writing below the 1012th raster position, counted from the top of the frame.) 

2. Printing can be done to the left of IX = 24. (This area is inaccessible to the 
basic SCOUTV system, which uses a fixed left margin of IX = 24.) 

3. Printing can be started at a point which is independent of a line count, line 
increment, or number of character spaces. (For the basic system, which 
simulates line printing, printing can only be pOSitioned in units of character 
widths and of print line depth.) 

The LOCSTV provides these facilities by means of the call statement: 
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CALL LOCSTV (IX, IY, ill) 

IX 

IY 

The X-raster position to be used as the starting point of the 
next line of printing. Stated in another way, IX is the new left 
margin, which will be effective for subsequent lines and frames 
until another CALL LOCSTV is encountered. 

The programmer must ensure that information to be printed on: 
subsequent lines can be accommodated between IX and the right 
edge of the frame. IX should be specified such that 

1023 - IX 2::: 8* (number of characters in the line to be 
printed). 

A Y -raster position counted from the BOTTOM of the frame, to 
be used as a reference for subsequent lines of printing. Since 
the position IX, IY will be referenced as if it were the starting 
point of the previous line of printing, the next line will start at 
IX, IY only if the carriage control character + (to suppress 
spacing) is used. 



IB 

The position of subsequent lines of SCOUTV mode printing 
relative to IY will depend upon the carriage control characters 
used and upon the value of the current line increment, INC. 

IY is effective only for subsequent lines on the same frame. It 
will be changed (reset to the top of the frame) if the frame is 
advanced, or if one of the forms of CALL SCOUTV intervenes 
between a CALL LOCSTV and the affected WRITE OUTPUT 
TAPE statement. 

Limit below which printing will not take place, expressed in 
raster counts from the BOTTOM of the frame. It will be 
effective for subsequent lines and frames until another CALL 
LOCSTV is encountered. 

To return these indicators to the basic SCOUTV specifications, use CALL LOCSTV 
(24, 1000, 11). 

Note particularly that, unlike IX and m, the IY reference point will not carryover 
from frame to frame, nor will it survive execution of a' CALL SCOUTV. If the IY 
reference is to be used on a new frame, the CALL LOCSTV statement should be 
repeated. 

One use of LOCSTV is illustrated in Figure 10-4. 

An illustration of how SCOUTV mode printing can be combined with a graph is shown 
in Figure 10-5. That example also illustrates another way to print tabular data using 
SCOUTV and LOCSTV. 

PRESERVATION (OR RETRIEVAL) OF RASTER POSITIONS USED BY SCOUTV: 
LOCSAV 

The raster coordinates of the starting point of the line most recently printed in the 
SCOUTV mode can be stored in 1BX, 1BY by using the statement: 

CALL LOCSAV (ISX, 1BY) 

The programmer can use this information to relate other types of S-C 4020 output to 
the location of the last line of print. 

LOCSAV will also aid in a special situation that occurs with interrupted printing. If 
SCOUTV printing is interrupted on one camera in order to display one or more frames 
on the alternate camera, the SCOUTV printing and film advance for the alternate 
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[le['telaE IN TH[ USE OF LOCSTY WITH SCOUTY IN S'[CIAL PIINTING APPLICATIONS 
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1488.45 
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Figure 10-4 
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camera will alter the line reference information. On return to the original frame on 
the first camera, the programmer will be unable to resume SCOUTV printing at the 
next line unless he uses LOCSAV and LOCSTV. The following sequence shows the 
procedure that might be utilized. 
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CALLSCOUTV . 
. 
CALL CAMRA V (35) 

CALLFRAMEV 

Write a portion of this 35mm frame, using the appropriate WRITE OUTPUT 
TAPE and FORMAT statements. 

CALL LOCSAV (MIX, MIY) 

CALL CAMRAV (9) 

CALLFRAMEV 

Write one or more frames on the 9-inch camera, using the appropriate 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE and FORMAT statements. 

CALL LOCSTV (MIX, MIY, 11) 

CALL CAMRAV (35) 

Continue writing on 35mm film as if no interruption had taken place. 



SECTION XI - UAIDE #016 

SlAb,.alAti". VCPS p,.DcllAc.s tap. fa .. p,.l"tl", Mat,.l. 5),lIIbals.. V.c
to,. Cha,.act.,... a"d V.cta .. LI"4I.. CllA •• III K.)' PlAIlch D.t. IIIII)' p,..ovl •• 
fa.. A"tamatlc LI". JlA.tlflcatla". CallAlII" P .. I"tl",. .... p... Mv_c ••• 
all 410". _tam.tlcall)' whn cal,.lII" a.. 1'.,. ..... ace""'. Cal.,.." ,,....,h. 
III.,. b. 41,. all". D.t. III.,. p .. avl4l. .I.a fa,.. p".cI.. pa.ltla"h" of Ih, •• 
.. 41 c h ... act..... wlthnt th. A"tamatlc JlA.tlflcatla" f.at,.,.. ••• 

VCPS c.lI. pa .. tlc"la ... "b"ntl" •• of the 5-C 4020 p.ck .... 
with the .tat .... "t CALL VCPS. 

E"t ... 

Ma.illllAlII lA5. af _tamatlc f.atll .... acc,.,... wh." a bl."k c ... d h .... 
o.t.. S I" Cal. 71 of thl. ca .. d CBlls... I.ftw.,.d .hlrt fa,.. I auae'" c ••• 
ch .... ct.,.s. i" 5am. 1"5ta"c... to p,.DcllAc. ma... att ... ctlv. p .. i"t - C ••• 
b.laual • A15a. tho S 5et. "p th. ca"dltla" fa .. s .... ch fa,.. " •• bl. Fa,..-
m.t i"fa .. m.tia" wh." IlIIp .. ap... fa .. mat ca,..ds a... ."ca1."t ... ecl e ••• c,..lbecl 
b.laual. P.,. ""mb."5 p .. l"t alAtamatlcall)' .t laua... ,..I,M. Th. t)tp. of 
c ... d which _st acc" .. ".d Is c.llecl F~AT CARD. 

F~AT CARD III.,. hav. I"'a .. m.tla" I" Cal. 1-9. e B.I."c. "at ...... ) 

Cal. 1-3 shaua nlAmb.,. af ch .... ct ... s. sp.c.s I"cl"decl. to • II".. M •• -
imlAm .1I000ad v.llA. i5 ISS • blAt tho "s.f'lll limit is 128. Fa,.. ilia... th .. 
128 ch .... ct ... s lAS. • FRAME LIMITS CARD. wlthDllt tho I.adl". bl."k 
c ... d. ( F .. amo .. Limits C ... d fa .. mat is d.sc .. lbod .lsOUlh.... I" this writ.-
lAp.l Mi"i_m ch .... ct... sp.ei". s.t .lAtam.tic.ll)' Is 8 ... 5t.,.. pai"t5. 

Cal. 4-5 chaas. M .... I. a .. V.cta .. Ch .... Ct ... 5. sot ch .... ct .... "eI II". 
sp.cin.. .,,41 s.t ch.,.ade .. size fa .. V.cta,. Cha ... cte .. s. Bla"k Cal. 4 
set5 Mat,.i. p .. int. VallAe in Cal. 4 s.ts IW fa .. CHSIZV. I "c"om."t fa .. 
sp.ein. will be (4 X IW) + 3. but no 14155 than 8. 

Cal. 5 sets IH fa .. CHSIZV. a"d ""41 spaci". fa .. bath M .... i. ."eI 
V.cta .. Ch .... cte .. s. BI a"k Cal. 5 s.ts II" •• 20 ... st ... pai"ts ap ... t. 
Wh." Cal. 5 is "at bla"k a .. ze .. a. fa .. mlAl. Is (6XIH) + (4XIH) fa .. 1,,-
c .. om.nts. with lOUIe .. a"eI lAppe .. ma"fl"s • t 36 a"d 24 ...st ... paints. T ... 
ma"fl"s will I"c .. easo fa .. la .. ,. vallAes I" Cal. 5. I •• vi"f fOUl." Ii ".s. 

Nat. I When Cal. 5 valu. Is 5 a.. , ... at.... cha,..act ... s 
f .. am TABIIV (CAPS) ANO TAB15V (lowe,. ca .. ) Thes. 
lett ... s a"d .,.41 "at sult.ble fa,. us. In sm.II.st width. 

a,.. c.llod 
a,... Black 

Cal. 6 S.ts numb.,. of columns. Blank. z.,.a. a,. 1 flv.s a paf. with 
I c.nt.,..od column. Multiple columns a,.. c4Int4I,.od. with. 3-cha,..act ... 
distance b.tween columns. Th.,.e will b. a ,..tu,.n f,.am VCPS If ch ... act ... 
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si ze and numbe ... a ... e ellcessive. The comment NXV ERROR - TOO NEAR FRAME 
EDGE ",i II p ... lnt. As many as 9 calum"s mil)' be attempt ed. 

TO SUPPRESS RETURN ON THIS TYPE ERROR. p""ch S I" Cal. 71 of • 
blank ca ... d used befa ... e a fa ... mat ca ... d to Iu"ce f" Ilest "05. of nto-
matic f eat\l ... es. VCPS ",III then t ... y to us. the format by red"ci", 
cha ... acte ... si ze. and the" n"mber of calum"s. Whe" these efforts fall. 
the ... e Is a "'et""'n to the calli". pI' 0''''II1II. 
The condition set by the Salsa p ... oduces character adJustm."t. Symbols 
accu ... inf afte ... f. i. J. I. and t ",III be adJ"sted I.ftward to produc. 
mo ... e att ... actlve p,..lnt. Cha .. acte ... s used this "'Il)' are i" TAB05V. au 
TAB07V. Adjustment accu ... s only for I DIlle.. case characters. 

When last ",a ... d of a line is clued fa ... all caps. an asterisk should be 
ente ... ed follauaino last cha ... acte .... 

TO PRODUCE UNEQUAL LEFT ANO RIGHT MARGINS. cal. 13-18 aU col. 
of the leadino. othe ... wise blank. ca ... d mil)' be used. This ca .. d is 
all), a frame limits ca .. d. Inte.,e ... values must be used fa ..... ste ... 
ues of mar.,ins. For the left ma .. .,in. enter .. aster count in col. 
and fa ... rifht ma ... fin use col. 19-24. 

19-24 
actu
val -
13-18 

COl. 7 ma)' pr ovide to supp ... ess data I istin.,. 
suppress data ';sts. 

Ente... 2 in Col. 7 to 

Col. 8 ma)' co..-r), a 
equal sifn is set up. 

SKIP OR HOLD cho .. octe"', Fa .. blank Cet. 8. 
(SEE COLUMN TEXT CARD DESCRIPTION.) 

the 

COl. 9 Sets characte ... intensit)'. For blank Cel. 9. intensit)r will 
be 1 • Intensity is alwa)'s COL. 9 VALUE + 1. Thus. fe .. 2 ·st .. ikes·. 
entgr 1 in COJ. 9. (vCPS WILL NOT USE AN INTENSITY GREATER THAN 3). 

COLUMN TEXT CARDS 

~OLUMt-.L" TEXT CARDS carry tgllt for printinf. Thg numbgr of columns 
rgad will be ong .,rgatgr than indicated in Col. 1-3 of thg Format Card. 
vCPS rge!ds Col. 1-72 of text cards until thg Format Card rgquirement 
is mgt. For a charactgr count of 72 • two cards will be read. 72 col
umns from one card. and 1 column on a succeedin., card. In lines of 144 
charactgrs 3 ca .. ds would be read for each I ine of print. The additi on
al column read gach time is called "KEY" column and should never have 
an), information othgr than one of the KEY COLUMN CLUE NUMBERS. 

Key Column Clue Numbers anI 1. 3. 4. 5. Sand 7. 

KEY di ,.-ects VCPS to ellpect Column VCIC:tor Line Cards. 

KEY 3 fives framg advance. and Column T ."t Card must follow. 



KEY 4 pravl4l •• far r •• I". • Fr .... Limit. Car4l •• fall..... car •• 
.. ..1 •• KEY 4. ..ctln. af vCPS ather thall A"tGIII.tlc Prl"ter Sectl a. 
__ b. ..t.r_. tMIthnt fr.....v •• c •• 

KEY 5 .Iv •• ret.r" frGIII VCPS. 

KEY 6 pravl4l •• far r •• I" •• " .. Farmat Car4l. A"y farmat par ... et.r. 
mlQ' b.ch."._. Prl"tl,,' IIlIII ca"tl.u. a" the ..... f,..... If th.,.. I. 
,.aam fa ... t I ••• t a". p .. l"t lIa., a,. If "at, f,..... .vuc ••• 

KEY 7 ap.,..t •••• KEY 6 , but f,. ..... llIlIQ's _vuc •• , U&lth p,.latl", 
.t.d .t tap af the a.. p •••• 

SKIP OR tQ..O MARKmlQ' b. .ay ch .... ct.,. la ca.. 8 af • F a .. mat Card. 
Wh.a the s.I.cted ch.,..ct... accu,.s siaoly I" t •• t, sub •• qu.at charact
.,.s la the Ila. da aat p"'at. .d the ,. .... alal"o t.xt 11&111 Justify. 
Thus. IIlh.a • lIla .. d a.... II".-.ad Is b.tlua aad da.s aat .ff.ctlv.ly 
hyph.a.t.. pl.clatl • Skip M.,.k .h •• IIlIII d.I.t. It. Aaath.,. us. is ta 
save tim. by p .. ev.atlatl ••• cutiaa af 'bl.aks a •• ,. • lia.-81\d. 

Bluk c ... ds .,.. used ta ... p ... s.at lIa. skips. They must accu,. ia 
ear _Iti pl.) IIlh •• mar. thaa aa. card is used p.r lia.. Cards fa,. 
skips should hav. ski p m.rk I. Caluma 1 ta short.. • •• c.tla. 
ud a di.it i. Calum. 2 IIlIll caus. skippiatl of that maay 1i.4Is. 

ANY charact.r ;. Cal. 2 

i .. t.rprated as 

pal ,.s 
Ila. 

tim., 

Is 

Th. lia. a'bav.did .at Justify ta ri,ht. It h.s a prap.r look as 
last lIa. of a paratlraph. Th. P .... ad lIlas fallDll&ed 'by tllia 'hald'markS aa 
the data card. 

Wh.a Cal. 8 aa a Farmat Card Is blaak, th •• qual mark Is s.t .s 
, SKIP Dr tQ..O ' m.rk, .ad da.s aat p .. iat. A char.ct.r must b. chasea 
IIlhlch da.s aat accur ia t •• t. A a8IU. charact.r mlQ' b ••• I.cted at aay 
tim. by usiatl KEY 6 aa a Caluma T.xt Card ta .ffard r.adiatl a a8ll& For
mat Card. 
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CONVENTICN; 

• • + ) C I a1\el SKIP a,. 1-0..0 ",.,.k. a. l1\clh:atecl 1t)' Cal. 8 af 
the errectlve Fa,.",. C.,.el. 

S I" Cal. 71 ar • lelldln' c.,.d c.u ... u.e ar TAB05V OR TAB07V, 
ca1\.t,.uctecl ra,. use when the • ch.,..ct.,. squ.eze· Ju.tlf1 catl an 
Is ape,.atlve. 

Clues .,.e errectlve anly IIllthln ane p,.lnt line. 

t.hl •• 
f.atu,.e 

Wh.n p,.intln, V.cta,. Ch.,..ct.,.., TABL5V, 
ch.,..ct.,.s) is used unl.ss • CAP ITALIZ I PIG a,. 

e. t.bl. of IDIIle,. c.se 
Ita/'clz'''4 Clue accu,.s. 

A C.pit.1 pr-lnts IIlh.n • sy",bal aCE;U"S .ft ... 2 a.. ma,.. sp.c.s, or' 
dl"ectly .ft .... camm., a,. IIlh.n .n ast ... isk h.s accu .... ed n.xt to. sym-
bal. Num .... 1 s. the plus. .nd the slash must b. t .... ted .s caplt.1 s. 

Wh.n • ch.r.ct.r h.s 3 a .. mar. sp.c.s b.far. it .nd y.t nnast h. 
printed. IDIIl.r cas.. .nte.. • perlad Imm.dlatal:lf b.far. th. ch.ract.r ta 
pr.vent c.pit.liz.tiaa. The p.riad thus used is tr •• ted .s • cl1,e .act 
wi" aat print. 

As ,.".r.1 practic. it is best to us. bl.aks a" bath sid.s of • 
, • + ) (or / wh.a it must b. priated. Th. comm. is.a .xc.ptla",. 
Th. Ca.ftll p.r-illts wh • .a it occurs Just b.far •• aoth.,.. comma. a .. Just b.
fa .... " .ste .. i sk ( • ) , .nd .11Il!,)!s p .. ints IIlh.n il\ Caluml\ 2. 

Wh.n capit.ls h.v. b •• n • tu"l\ed 01\ • by th. ast ... lsk, comm.s c •• s. 
ta b. . clu.s· .nd lIlill p"; nt. 

Th. Ast ... isk used as a Clue will iaduc •• xclusive us. af TABLI V. 
(a .. TABL6V il\ Ita/rcs ) until anath ... Clu. ast ... isk accu .. s. 

Twa .st ... isks accu .. inG b.tlll.en I.tt ... s a.. num ... als caus. shift il\ta 
a .. aut af capitals. Spac.s of the .st ... isks a ... used. to p .. int th. b.l-
.nc. af the symbols in the lIla .. d so that 1\0 G.p Is I.ft. 

Th. Plus ( + ) as a clue at first 4Incaul\t.r ,,,,hc.s "s. of Itlll-
ICI. Ch.r.ct.rs IIlIIl be f .. am TABL6V or TABL7V d.p.ndln, an C.pit.1I z-
.tla1\ Clu •• , ul\til anath... plus acc ... rs. 

Twa plus .I'1\s b.tw •• n I.tt ... s a,. num.,..I. c.u.. shift 
Jt.I'cI. Spac •• occupied by th. plu •• i,n ..... closed .0 
will .pp •• ,. In the p .. ln.t. 

iata 
th.t 

ar 
aa 

fram ,ap 

AI\Y numb ... of ch .... ct .... In eme line will b. uade,.liaecl f .. am .n), 
symhal with • ,.I,ht p .... nth •• I. Just b.rar. It to • .ymbal h.vl1\' • 
left 2a ... 1\th •• i. immediat.ly .ft... it. G,. •• k Symbol. .r. ..t hy. Lett 



Pare"thesls placed Immediately afte.. a 
has "at be.. be'1& ". G .. eek s)'tllbal s .111 
aCC1&rre"ce ar the ca"dltla". 

characte.. .h.. _ 
be 'b .. "ed aff' at 

A slash 1&sed as a cl1&e .111 t"crease a .. dec .. ease cha .. acte .. 
sit)'. I "te"sity i"creases by 1 • and a"ath.r cl1&e / d.cr.ases 
sib' by 1. VCPS .ill "at 1&S. i"t."slt)' .... at ... tha" 3. 

F~ MATRIX PRINT ONLY 3 CLUE DEVICES ARE OPERATIVE. 1&M ... II"I". 
m~ b. do" •• lth ' I"v.rted par."th.s.s I as d.sc .. lbed abav.. aM SKIP 
ar HCl..0 marks are valId. Th. ast.risk C * ) .ill pracluc. bridht.r i"t
."sit)' .he1l. used as a Clu.. All ath.r" CLUES II pri1l.t! 

CI1&. Marks b.cam. spac.s wh.1I. us_ as clu.s. Succ.ssiv. clu. marks 
m~ p ... acluc. capitals. si1l.c. a symbol app.ari"d aft.r twa spac.s is 
capitalized. Oaubl. ast.risks or plus sid1l.s .ithi1l. wards ar. .xc.ptia1l.s 
fa ... this ... ul •• S •• us. of daubl. asterisks and plus sid1l.S abav •• 

INDENTATION 

TClxt will Justify to IClft whe1l. first print charactClr 
1. 2. or 3. Ind.ntatia1l. is hClld wh.1I. first "ri1l.t symbol 
Cal. 3. 

CD-Lt1N GRAPHS 

is 
is 

in Cal. 
b.yaM 

W".11 I :5 '"D~ll.d ilt KG)' CoJu." af a Column T .xt Card. vCPS .xp.cts 
data for VClcta ... UnCI drawino within a column width. Follawind data card 
must havCl int.dCl ... "alu.s thus • 

COl 1-4 CharactCl'" count at ".ctor lin. sta ... t. 
Cal 5-8 lin. count from pr .vi au 5 Print lin. to v.ctar start. 
Cal 9-12 Char act.r cD1int at "Clctor lin. .11.41. 
Cal 13-16 lin. cDllnt from pr 4IV '\ tnJ. S ?r;nt li1l.. to ".ctar .11.41. 
Cal 17 Any int.d.r dir.cts VCPS to .)(p.ct column t.d card n.xt. 

Printino .... sumCls at lin. n.d b.law last T.xt linCl. to pro"id. for 
lab.ls on tho V.ctor lin.s. To r.sum. printind b.lo. th. drawn voctars. 
us. a lin. Skip Ca ... d (a card havind Skip Mark in Call.) S •• informa -
tion 011. us. of Cal 2 of a skip card for "roducinO multipl. skippind. 
Th. information is found in s.ctian a" us. af Clu. MarkS. 

Wh.n VCPS is supplied data as d.scribed, mardins. lin. spact"G. 
and incrom.nts b.tw •• n charact.rs ar. computed by th. Subrauti1l. •• 
For mar. "recis. control of martins and spacint a FRAME LIMITS CARO 
may precedo data.. and the cambi"ati a" af blank card plus F armat Card 
is nat usGcl. Wh.n column t.d cards fallow a F ram. limits Card havinG 
applicabl. columns punched as d.scrlbed b.low. automatic calum" and 
pad. aciva1l.c. f.abr.s ap.rat. but framint and spacinG will b. as s.t 
an th. F ram. limits Card. 
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FRAME LIMITS CARD 

A F ,.... Limit. C.,.el p,..c.... .,,)' elat. fa,. .x.c"tl all 1»)' vCPS • 
Wh.. .uch • ca,.el I. bla"k. the ."b,.a"tI". .xp.ct. • F a,.m.t C.,.el fa,. 
_tam.tlc f,. ... el.t.,.ml".tla". A c.rd fa,. p,..cl •• f,. ... ca"t,.al will 
h.v. l!\fa,.m.tla" th.t ca"t,.al. sp.cl", .b.alut.I)'. V.cta,. ."el M.t,.1 x 
ch.,..ct.,.. will p,.l"t 1 u"lt .p.rt I" x. ."d Justlfic.tlan ma,)' Inc" •••• 
sp.cl", b.tw •• " uaa,.ds. It Is h.lpful ta •• t the f" ... ,.am.t,,)' .a th.t 
1023 Is ." l"t.,,,.1 multiple af • f" .. e unit I" R.ste" Paints. 

F " .. e limits C.rd F a"mat 

Calumn I 1 nfarmati all. I 

1-6 

7-12 

13-18 

19-24 

25-30 

31-36 

37-42 

43-48 

49-54 

55-60 

61-63 

64 

65 

66-67 

sa 

69 

70 

Flaatinll X Value at Left F" ... EdG. 

Flaatinll X Valu.. RiGht F r .. e EdG. 

Int.Ge". Raste" caunt. Left MarGin 

Inhtll.r. Rast .... count. Rift'lt Marctin 

Flaatinf Y Vahut. Louae" F ...... Ecict. 

FI catino Y Value. Tap Fr .. e EdGe 

I nteller. Rast." count. Lauae ... Ma ... fin 

Inte".r. Rast .... caunt. Top Marilin 

Floatinll X Val'll.. Calum1\ 01\. Start 

Flaatin" Y Val'll •• Fi ... st line Start 

Inte" .... is charact .... count per lin. 

Inte""r. S.ts Cha ... acter Width. 

InteG"r. Sets Cna ... act .... HeiGht. 

IW 

IH 

Int.Ger. Sets Table Of Cna"acte ... s 
1 fa ... TABLIV. 5 fa ... TABLSV. Etc. 

Int."..... S.ts Cnaract." Int.nslty 
Subrautlne ADOS 1 To Valu. Ente"ed 

NOT READ 



71 

72 

Or F allawl", C.,.4. 

Nate I Cal. 70 I s "at ape,..tlve 
fa,. Inte,e,. V.lu.s w.h." cal. 61-63 
ar. NON-BLANK. 

Wh.n COLUMN TEXT CARDS ar. NOT next. 
Cal. 61-63 MUST b. blank. and K.y 
Numb.rs ar •• ff.ctiv. in Cal. 70. 

Blank or 0 if TEXT CARD is ".xt 
1 w.h.n VECTOR LINE CARD is next 

2 w.hQn DECIMAL CODE CARD fall aws 

KEY PUNCH D-iARACTER w.i II b.cam. 
SKIP ar HOLD MARK. Blank Cal. 
71 rosults i. us. af .quals as 
SKIP ar HOLD mark. 

NOT OPERATIVE F~ PRINTING FIU1 
COLUMN TEXT CAROS. 

Whon TEXT CARDS fallaw. I nt.f.r 
contrals Oriontatia. Df YECT~ 
CHARACTERS lind PRINT LINES. 

Blank or 0 far uprifht print. 

to ratato print 90 DEG. CCW 

2 to ratat. print upsid. daw.n. 

3 to ratato print 90 DEG. CWo 
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TExT CARD FORMAT 

A Ted Ce,..d mG)' ce,..,..)' i,fa,..metian fa,.. metd x a,.. Vecta,.. 
ecte,.. ~"';nte,... Cont,..al of position is ~"'ecise. Autometlc Columns 
peOo 8Civancos do not ~'H!lppon. end lines do not ;u stl+,),. Each lino 

Cha,..
and 

Will 

p,..int e"actl), elionO the Y valug on thCl ca,..d. This t:ypCl of ca,..d is "x
pClctCld eftClr" a F,..emCl limits Ca,..d whic,h contains NO INFORMATION BEYOND 
COL. 48. NO CLUE MARKS (AS DESCRIBED FOR COLUMN TEXT CARDS) HAVE ANY 
"CLUE" EFFECTS WHEN FOUND IN ,A. TEXT CARD. 

Column I 

1- 3 

4- 6 

7- 8 

9-11 

12 

13-18 

Info,..mation I 

I ntClog,.. sots C"aractgr- ,,,,idth. INCRW 
VeluCl must not oxcoCld 7 
BI anks. Dr- ZOr eCls, OivCl Matri" Pri nt 

I nteoCl'" sots c nar actor hoi Oht. INCRH 
Velue must nat o.cOGd 7 
FOR" SLANTED " MPRI X PR:W, VALUE 
IS RASTER .~ J I S r A.NeE BETwEEN SYMBOLS 
NotCl' VGctar' char-act" .. 
sliOhtl), with tab'" usCld. 
width Or H"',ht ;s (8)( 

siz" vlSrigs 
Maximum 

INCRW). ;::,-
56~asto.. :>=''t.:'S. 

NOT READ 

IntClO"'" SCllgcts C"aracto,.. Tablo. 
, .. 

O. Or Blanks s"IClct TABLIV. 

2. 3. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9 for Tr'lfl...2v. CltC. 
FOR SLANTED MATRIx PRINT. VALUE IS 
RASTER Y DISTANCE BETwEEN SYMBOLS. 

NOT READ 

FloetinO X velug et cgnt"r- of first 
T gxt Che,..ector. Valuo should b" e 
WholCl Numbo ... DClcimel plecCls a,..CI not 
rotainCld in convo,..sion to rastors. 

Fi,..st toxt s)'mbol is cha,..acto,.. in Col. 
25. aVOn if Col. 25 is bl ank. 

Blanks. 0,.. 0 . s Oivo stlSd at rasto,.. 
32 + ioft ma"'Oln. 0,.. at i.O on f,..emo. 

( The G,..eato .. valuo is usod.) 

X is oivon liS fo,.. no,..mal print whOn 



19-24 

25-66 

'07-68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

,.atatia1\ Is cia1\. (s •• Cal. 72 ) 

FI aatl1\'. Y vaill. Is llseel ta .stabllsh 
c.1\t.,.II1\. th,," a II". af t.xt. 
DI.lts ta ,.I.ht af d.clmal a,.. llsed 
Ta 2 plac.s. bllt t""1\catia1\ aCCll,.s if 
Cal. 72 Is 1 a,. 3. 
Alwll,)'s .Iv. Y as fa,. 1\a,.mal f"IIfI1 •• 

42 Cha .. act.,.s af TEXT. Ma,.. tha1\ 42 
cha,.act ... s ,..q.lli ... edditia1\al ca,.ds. 
StaP'li1\. X vaill. 01\ a ca1\tinuin" ca .. d 
must b. 42. " ... at ... than that "ivon 
an th. p ... viaus ca,.d. 
82 is p,.actical limit fa .. numb.,. of 
Vocta .. Cha,.acto .. s, 123 is limit fa .. 
Mat,.i x Symbols USING TExT CARDS. 

Int ..... valu. is numb.,. of timos .ach 
cha,.act.,. is st .. uck - 1. 
Blanks. a .. 0 . s fa,. anc •• 
1 fa .. 1 additionAl st .. ik., .tc. 

NOT READ 

Inte"e" is cilUI fa .. prac.ssil\' n.xt 
cA .. d • 

BI An k a.. 0 Iilhen SAIII. ty p. c a .. d fallows 

when a VECTOR LINE CARD is next. 

2 wh.n a DECIMAL COOE CARD fallows 

3 to eldvAnco f .. II/TI4I. A FRAME LIMITS 
CARD must fall DULo 

4 to chan". F .. II/TI4I Geam.t .. y ULithaut 
F "e/T1Q AdvancQ. F ,.II/TI4I limits Ca .. d 
MUST FOLLOW. 

Ski p a,. Hold ma~k. BI a1\k S.ts Eq.UAI s 
as Ma,.k. SELECTED CHARACTER DOES NOT 
PRINT. 

Int.".,. is clu. fa,. Rotation. 
Blank a,. 0 fa,. na,.mal up,.i "ht p,.i nt. 
1 to ,.atat. p,.int and F ,.II/TI4I CCW 90 • 
2 to ,.atat. P,.i1\t al\d F .. IIfI1. CCW 180 • 
3 to .. atat. P,.i1\t a"d F .. II/TI4I CCW 270 • 
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Vec:tar Lll\e Card s 

Cal"ml\ , Il\farmatlol\ , 

1- 6 

7-12 

13-18 

19-24 

25-66 

67-68 

Flaatll\G X val"e at Vectar Stad 

Flaat!I\" Y val"e at Vec:tar Stad 

NOT READ 

Il\tenslt:y hteGer. Blank. O. ar 
1 for drawin, vector once. 2 for 
TwicQ Etc. 

69 NOT READ 

70 AS DESC~IBED FO~ TEXT CA~DS. 

71 NOT READ 

72 AS DESCRIBED FOR TEXT CARDS. 



D"clmal Cad" Ca ... ds 
P ... aduc" a sl",I" cha,...u:t" ... at a Sp"cln. Pal"t. 

Calum" I 

1-24 

25-26 

27-29 

30-66 

(;7-68 

S9 

7IJ 

71-72 

I "fa ... matl a" I 

As fa... T "xt Ca ... ds But Calumlls 1-3 
must Ilat b" blallks a ... O' s. 

D"clmal Cad" IIlt"a"'" fa... Cha ... ac:t" ... 
Wallt4lCi. ( 5." S-C 4020 Man.ual) 

0", ... "" I n.t"." ... fa ... Cha"'act" ... 
0 ... 1 ""tatl an.. ( Th" symbal ... atate., 
f ... ame daes _at.) 

Blan.ks a ... 90 Fa ... up ... laht cha ... acte .... 

180 to ... atate 90 OEG. CCW, 270 fa... an 
Upside Dawn symbol, 360 fa ... 90 DEG. 
CW ... atation. 

NOT READ 

Intensity l.teae... as fa ... Vecta... Ca ... ds 

NOT READ 

As fD'" Text and Vecta ... Ca ... ds 

NOT READ 
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KEYPUNCH CHARACTERS FOR VCPs 

TABLE. CHARACTERS FROM CARD PUNC~. 

IV ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRsTUVWXYZOI23456789=.-,()+*'/" 
5 V a b r: d Q f ~ h i j kim n c p q r stu v wx y z c»! i (, n I \ .. !; .. = • -, ( ) & *? t · 

6V ABCDEF5HI JKLMNIJPOR5TUVWXYZO 113156789=. -, ()+*./" 
7 V abc d e f 4 h ij 11 mn 0 P f r stu v wx g US/ I (, fi " .. ~ C= • -, ( ) + *? / " 

8V AB~~E[f~I8KAMNOll]PITT~nXiZ c -
9V aBESe tn,8~~~uo~ POfU~UX~' 

I1V AltDIFIHIIILINaPlRSTUVIIIZ0121411,.t=.-,()+11/1 

I 5 V & , ••• f ... I J' I "a " .. r 8 t , , ... 18! " , , •• ? II = • -, ( ) +1 II I 
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Notes Characters above are produced with 
LVW - 2 
LVH = 3 



PRINTING WITH VCPS SUBROUTINE 
(SAMPLE DATA CARDS- OUTPUT ON NEXT PAGE) 

CAPITALIZING.CLUES ARE.2 OR MORE,SPACES" THE,COMMA, AND, THE,ASTERISK.== 

,DOUBLE.ASTERISKS WITHIN A WORD CAUSE CHANGE TO OR FROM,CAPITALS.,FOR TWO 
EXAMPLES.*JA**CKSON, NON-**E**UCLIDEAN. .== 

,THE,PLUS,SIGN IS THE+,ITALICIZING+CLUE.== 

,TWO,PLUS,SIGNS WITHIN A WORD CAUSE CHANGE TO OR FROM,ITALICS, AND SPACES 
CLOSE AS WITH DOUBLE ASTERISKS. ,FOR EXAMPLE, NON-++COOPERATIVE, UN++TIED. 

)UNDERLINING(MAY BE DONE WITH INVERTED PARENTHESES.== 

,A,L£FT,PARENTHEsrs WHiCH IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWS A CHARACTER IS THE CLUE 
FOR CHANGING TO OR FROM,GREEK,CHARACTERS WHEN AN*UNDERLINE HAS NOT BEGUN.t 
,FOR,EXAMPlE, ,NOW no A,GR£EK,ALPHABET( ABCOEFGHIJKlMNOPQRSTUVVXYZ( ~BCO£f. 

,THE,EQUAL,SIGN IS A SKIP MARK, UNLESS ANOTHER SYMBOL IS SELECTED. ,A LONE 
,SKIP,MARK FOLLOWED BY A,BLANK CAUSES A SKIP TO NEXT LINE.,ANY SUBSEQUENT 
CHARACTERS 00 NOT PRINT, AND THE LINE WILL BE JUSTIFIED., TWO,SKIP,MARKS IN 
SUCCESSION HOLD A LINE-END BY PREVENTING JUSTIFICATION OF THE RIGHT EDGE. 
,FOR EXAMPLES,== 
,DELETE CHARACTERS AFTER THE,SKIP,MARK. = THESE SYMBOLS WILL BE DELETED. 
,DELETE CHARACTERS AFTER,TWO,SKIP,MARKS. == THESE SYMBOLS WILL BE DELETED. 
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Capitalizin§ CllUIs aro 2 or moro SPIlCOS, Tho Comma. and Tho Astori sk, 

Daublo Astorisks Ulithin a Ulord causo chan§o to or from Capital s. For two 
oX5IIplos, JAckson, non-Euclidoan. 

Tho Plus Si~n is tho ItallcfZfn~ cluo. 

Tillo Plus Sions Illithin a Illord causo chanOo to Dr from Italics. and spacos 
closo as Illith doublo dstorisks. For oxamplo. non- cooperative. 

Undorlinino may bo don" Illith invortod paronth"s"s. 

A Loft Paronthosis Illhich immodiatoly follows a cnaracior is tho cluo 
far cf'lan.oi1l4 to Or from GrQQlc: Charactol's ULh"n an UNOERL iNE HAS NOT BEGUN. 
For EXilllpl", NOUl do a Gr""k Alphabot cxllb&E ¥J'HBtf.A}S.lIJ"' JJ' J,J)JOC Abcd"f. 

Tho Equal SiOn is a skip mark, unloss anothor symbol is soloctod. A lono 
Skip Mark followod by a Blank CdUSOS a skip to noxt lino. Any subsoquent 
charach!rs do not print, and th" lin" will b" justifiod. Two Skip marks in 
succossion hold a linQ-"nd by pr"vcmtinO justification of the riOht 0000. 
For oXllllplos, 
O"loto charactQrs 
Doloh! 
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aftgr 
aftor 

tho 
Tillo 

Skip 
Skip 

Mark. 
Marks. 



INDEX OF SUBROUTINES 

SUBROUTINE PAGES SUBROUTINE PAGES 

APLOTV 7-1 PLOTV 7-9 
APRNTV 8-2 PLTND 3-5 
BIGV 3-3 POINTV 7-7 
BNBCDV 9-6 PRINTV 8-1 9-4 -' 
BRITEV 3-3 9-4 -' RESCLV 6-8 
CAMRAV 3-1 RESETV 3-1 3-3 9-4 '-' 
CHSIZV 9-8 RITE2V 9-7,9-21,9-23 
DOTLNV 7-14 RITSTV 9-10 
DXDYV 5-13 RITXYV 9-12 
ERMRKV 5-26 SCERRV 6-9 
FAINTV 3-3 9-4 -' SCLSAV 6-7 
FORMV 9-5 SCOUTV 10-1 
FRAMEV 3-1 SERSAV 6-11 
FRMNOV 3-3 SERREV 6-11 
GRID IV 5-1 SETCIV 5-16 
HOLDIV 5-18 SETCOV 5-16 
HOLDOV 5-18 SETMIV 5-15 
HOLLV 9-5 SETMOV 5-15 
INCRV 7-14 SMALLV 3-3 
IXV 6-3 SMXYV 5-35 
IYV 6-3 STOPTV 9-4 
KWKPLT 4-1 TABL V 9-10 
LABLV 8-4 TAB V 9-10 
LINEV 7-11 TPNUMV 3-4 
LINE2V 7-11 UAIDE #016, VCPS 11-1 
LINRV 5-37 UXV 6-6 
LOCSAV 10-9 UYV 6-6 
LOCSTV 10-8 VCHARV 9-7,9-12,9-18,9-20 
MSXYV 5-35 XAXISV 5-44 
NOFRV 3-2 XMODV 6-8 
NONLNV 5-37 XSCALV 6-1 
NXV 6-3 8-7 -' YAXISV 5-44 
NYV 6-3,8-7 YMODV 6-8 
PLOT .. 2-11 YSCALV 6-1 
(PLOT) 2-11 

Underscored page denotes primary reference. 




